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Perception of Teachers on Violence against
Girls
Prof. Lokanath Mishra
Department of Education, Mizoram University, Aizawl

Ms. Preeti Dhiman
Research Scholar


Abstract— Violence against girls has been on the rise in
Mizoram, where 40 cases of minor rape had been recorded by the
police during the year 2016, Hence a detailed study with its
implications in the context of secondary school system of
Mizoram is long overdue found in their conspicuous absence in
literature. Further, there is need to study the problem with the
help of mixed methods. In his study researcher taken 120
secondary school teachers of Mizoram to find out the perceptions
on eradicating violence against girls in secondary schools.

teachers as well as peer students.
Ultimately, the aim is to reduce violence against girls in
secondary schools, prepared to cope with today's education
system. It is therefore necessary to look at the problem of
violence and violent behaviour against girls in our schools and
suggest a viable mechanism to eradicate of violence and
violent behaviour against girls from our schools. In the lights
of the above discussion that there is a need to conduct a study
in violence against girls and its effect on girls education in
secondary schools of Mizoram. Keeping the above discussion
researcher formulated some research questions which are
given below.

Key words –Violence, secondary schools, Teachers

V

iolence is defined by the World Health Organization as
„the intentional use of physical force or power, threatened
or actual, against oneself, another person, or against a group or
community, which either results in or has a high likelihood of
resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, mal
development, or deprivation‟ This definition involves
intentionally with the committing of the act itself, irrespective
of the outcome it produces. Violence in many forms is
preventable. There is a strong relationship between levels of
violence and modifiable factors such as concentrated poverty,
income and gender inequality, the harmful use of alcohol, and
the absence of safe, stable, and nurturing relationships
between children and parents. Strategies addressing the
underlying causes of violence can be effective in preventing
violence
The state of Mizoram, where women and girls are believed to
be respected is found to be no exception with regard to
violence against girls. Despite various awareness raising
programs and policies, girls in secondary schools often
become victim of unwanted actions from their male students
or teachers. Moreover, because of physical and sexual
violence has been tolerated for so long, it has become a
phenomenon that is resistant to change. This is reinforced by
taboo, shame, and fear that resist speaking openly about it.
Ironically, secondary schools have been found a place where
different kinds of violence is tolerated and perpetrated by

Research Questions:
1. What are the causes of violence against girls in secondary
schools of Mizoram?
2. What are the perceptions of teachers on violence against
girls in secondary schools of Mizoram?
3. What will be the mechanism to reduce violence against
girls in secondary school?
Methodology:
The research has followed the mixed mode method and has
incorporated quantitative and qualitative methodologies to
study the nature, nuances and the practices adopted by the
school for mitigating violence against girls in secondary
schools. Multistage Stratified random sampling procedures
were adopted for the study. Accordingly, the sample
comprised of 4 Districts, 40 Secondary schools, 120 teachers
(one science, one arts and one headmaster). The researcher has
used both the Primary and Secondary data for this piece of
research.
A questionnaire each was developed and used to collect
1
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next, then Kolasib and then Aizawl district is having the
lowest percentage.

data from the teachers and headmasters. Then the researcher
collected the route chart and other required information about
each sample school from the District and Block Head Quarters
and collected the data from the respondents. Similarly four
FGD was conducted in four districts.
Findings:

The responses from the teachers of Champhai district scored
highest when it comes to the perception that domestic conflict
leads to violence among student. Next to Champhai district,
the teachers from Mamit district score follows, then Kolasib
district and Aizawl district teachers have the lowest score.

The cause of the different types of violence identified by the
participants were “Poor supervision by school authorities”,
“Peer group influence”, “Excessive use of mobile phones”,
“Lack of discipline in School”, “Domestic conflict”, “Violent
behavior exhibited
by parents”, “Adolescence period”,
“Imitation from mass media”, “Lack of recreation”, “Absence
of teachers”, “Lack of guidance and counseling”, “Tuition
given by teachers”, “Partiality, prejudices, injustice by elder
people”, “Uncongenial school environment”, and “Lack of
interest in school”.
Regarding the study on whether the poor supervision of the
school authorities has led to violence against girls in school or
not, the perception of teachers on the two districts i.e., Aizawl
and Mamit have higher positive responses whereas Champhai
and Kolasib have slightly lower responses. The peer group
influence as the common cause on violence amongst the
students as perceived by the teachers in Champhai and Mamit
districts were rather extremely high, the other district i.e.
Kolasib is slightly higher than Aizawl district and Aizawl
district being quite low occupies the lowest position in this
matter.

In the three districts excepting low indication from Aizawl
district, there is a unanimous response from the teachers that
they believe that violence happened in secondary school
because students are going through the adolescence period.
In the districts except for Aizawl, there is unanimously high
score from the teacher respondents that violence against girls
is enhanced by mass media and the imitation of improper and
inappropriate behavior from it.
In Mamit district, it is indicated that the teachers perceive the
lack of recreational opportunities and facilities amounted to a
moderately high degree of violence. In the same vein,
Champhai district reveals a moderate percentage followed by
Kolasib district with a little lower percentage. Even in this
matter Aizawl district shows a very low percentage.
From the two districts of Champhai and Mamit, the data
shows that the teachers perceived that the absence of teachers
from classroom makes students restless which in turn was a
moderately contributing factor for violence. In Kolasib district
slightly lower score than the previous two districts was
revealed. In Aizawl district, the scenario inferred from the data
indicates rather low percentage.

Aizawl
Lack of interest in…

Uncongenial school…

Tuition given by…

Partiality, prejudices,…

Lack of guidance and…

Lack of recreation

Absence of teachers

Imitation from mass…

Violent behavior…

Adolescence period

Domestic conflict

Lack of discipline in…

Poor supervision by…

Champhai
Peer group influence

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Respondent teachers from the entire four districts
unequivocally perceived that violent behavior exhibited by
parents has a great influence in inducing violence. In this
heading too, Aizawl district exhibits the lowest score amongst
them.

Mamit
Kolasib

Lack of guidance and counseling is believed to be a major
contributing factor for violence against girls in all the four
districts under study – Mamit and Kolasib scoring extremely
high followed by slightly lower Champhai. In this aspect,
Aizawl district also reveals a moderately high percentage.

Fig-1 Perceptions of Teachers on Violence against Girls
The teacher’s perception of all the four districts on the
question whether the excessive use of mobile phones as one of
the causes of violence or not, the data is indicative that it is so.
The districts of Champhai, Mamit and Kolasib have more or
less high positive responses in this regard. Again Aizawl
district is having the lowest but inference drawn from this too
speaks of the positive nature i.e., the excessive use of mobile
phones likely leads to violence.

As regard to the question on violence among students as
caused by partiality, prejudices and injustice done to the child
by the parents, elders and teachers, the teachers from
Champhai and Mamit perceived that this resulted in moderate
degree of violence. Kolasib district data reveals that this
aspect is also quite high and Aizawl district data too speaks of
a moderate state.

The respondent teachers from Champhai district think highly
that the lack of discipline in the school is one of the reasons of
violence against girls, the teachers of Mamit districts follow

An inquiry into whether violence occurs more in uncongenial
school environment, the respondent teachers of Champhai
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district viewed it as highly contributing factor. Even the other
three districts exhibited moderate percentage in this aspect.
The three districts of Kolasib, Champhai and Mamit data show
that the perception of teachers regarding the lack of interest in
school is also a contributing factor for violence against girls.
However, data from Aizawl district reveals a slightly lower
percentage in this matter.
There were a few that were comparatively overt in
contributing to violence against girls in secondary schools of
Mizoram. The home which is the center of primary
socialization has a proportionate effect on children in the
manner they conduct themselves with regard to others in
school. For obvious reasons, domestic conflicts and violent
behavior exhibited by parents at home reflect in school
behavior. On the next level, the influence of mass media,
particularly the ones accessible through mobile phones, gets
meshed in with peer pressure to steer students’ behavior in a
certain way; and teachers feel that such inclinations are
towards the negative. On the next level, teachers feel that all
these factors don’t get mitigated as there is a lack of guidance
and counseling in the school environment.

Fig-2 Suggestion by Teachers on Violence against Girls
The teachers’ suggestion in all the four districts on whether
peace education programme must be included in school
curriculum or not, the data is indicative that it is necessary.
The districts of Champhai, Mamit and Kolasib have more or
less high positive responses in this regard. Aizawl district
though positive has the lowest response. The respondent
teachers from Mamit district suggest highly that more time
should be given to sports and other recreational activities on
the curriculum, the teachers of Kolasib districts follow next,
then Champhai and Aizawl districts having the lowest
percentage. Of all the four districts, the responses from the
teachers of Champhai district scored highest when it came to
the suggestion that girls at risk of being violent must be helped
individually. Mamit district, Kolasib district and Aizawl
district teachers have near similar opinion.

On the whole teacher’s perception of violence is none the less
revealing. Teachers perceived that conflict at the domestic
level, violent behavior exhibited by parents and lack of proper
guidance and counseling are the main causes of students
turning violent, with girls becoming the natural victims. Thus,
teachers attribute the negative effects of family socialization
on the children which terminate in violent behavior on the part
of the teams and adolescents. All the districts under study are
equivocal about the effect of negative socialization on the
children. The teachers also continue to perceive that Peer
Group influence, excessive use of mobile phones and imitable
effect of mass media positively affect the violent behavior of
youth victimizing the girls in the secondary schools.

Teachers from the four districts unequivocally perceived that
guidance and counseling units should be established to help
students with behavioral problems. In this heading, Champhai
district exhibited the lowest score amongst them. In the four
districts, there is a unanimous response from the teachers that
they believe that parents should visit the school of their
children from time to time to know their behavior so as to
decrease the chances of their kids being violent. Out of the
four districts Kolasib scored the highest and Aizawl the
lowest.
All the respondent teachers from the four districts strongly
suggest that security arrangements should be made for school
safety, with all four districts scoring above 90%. In regards
with the topic of weather girls should be taught self-defense
through martial arts or not, teachers from Kolasib scored the
highest followed by Mamit, Champhai and Aizawl.
Respondents from each of the four districts gave a more or
less high score with regards to whether parents-teachers
association should be more effective in every school.

Regarding the study on violence and the different suggestions
made by the teachers, Aizawl and Champhai district have
higher positive response on whether schools should organize
awareness programme on non-violence. Champhai and
Kolasib have slightly lower responses. All four districts gave a
very high response on the idea that suggested that mobile
phones should be restricted for students in school campus.

Any form of violence against school girls has a negative
impact on their ability to complete school homework. This
reduces their chances of getting good grades and lowers their
educational participation School Need to
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1. Develop a clear strategy that tackles violence against girls
in Secondary schools. It is important to have a whole school
approach that allows teachers, pupils, and administrative staff
to work together on common goals for making schools safe.

paper presented at E4 conference: Engendering
Empowerment: Education and Equality, Dakar, Senegal
Astor R.A, Meyer H.A, & Behre W. J. (1999) ―Unwonted
Places and Times: Maps and Inter-Views about Violence in
High Schools‖. American Educational Research Journal, 36,
3-42.
Bhatnagar A. (1997). Guidance and counselling. In: Buch M.
B. (Ed.), Fifth survey of educational research 1988–1992, (Vol
1, pp. 216–234). New Delhi: National Council of Educational
Research and Training.
Boyer, Wanda (2008) ―Girl-to-Girl Violence: The Voice of
the Victims‖ Childhood Education Research Library,
ProQuest. 84.6 344-350.
Camacho K, Ehrensaft MK, Cohen P (2012) ―Exposure to
Intimate Partner Violence, Peer Relations, and Risk for
Internalizing Behaviors: A Prospective Longitudinal Study‖.
Jan 27(1):125-41.
Chen, J. K., & Astor, R. A. (2009b) ―Students ‘Reports of
Violence against Teachers in Taiwanese Schools‖. Journal of
School Violence, 8(1), 2–17.
David B. Mykota, Adele Laye (2015) Violence Exposure and
Victimization among Rural Adolescents, Canadian Journal of
School Psychology. 169
Deb S., Mukherjee A. (2009) Impact of sexual abuse on mental
health of children. New Delhi: Concept Publishing Company
Gådin KG (2012) Sexual harassment of girls in elementary
school: a concealed phenomenon within a heterosexual
romantic discourse. J Interferes Violence. Jun;27(9):1762-79.
doi: 10.1177/0886260511430387.
GOI and Save The Children, Prayas (2007). Study on Child
Abuse in India. Government of India Ministry of Women &
Child Development, Report, 71-103.
Greene, M., Robles, O., Stout, K. and Suvilaakso, T. (2013) A
girl‘s right to learn without fear: Working to end genderbased violence at school. Woking: Plan International

2. Promote a more supportive culture by facilitating and
enforcing the reporting of abuse, reducing bullying and
corporal punishment, providing effective counselling, and
encouraging constructive and equal relationships between
students via positive role-modelling and explicit curricula and
teaching/learning materials (i.e., life-skills-based sexuality
education programs with a gender and
human rights
perspective or peace education)
3. Become less authoritarian and more supportive to girls for’
personal development in coordination with PTA.
4. Foster collaboration with relevant NGOs especially ICPS
and DCPUs working on violence against girls, rape, sexual
assault, child abuse, HIV/AIDS and sexuality education for
the purposes of providing training, counselling, and advocacy
services within the schools
5. Consider engaging peer educators (adolescents or young
adults who can visit schools to talk to pupils about sexual
violence and other issues that concern them), as is currently
being done.
6. Ensure that safe and secure toilet facilities are available for
girls.
7. Schools must arrange appropriate surveillance system for
safe and smooth journey of girls to and from school.
8. Prompt and effective investigation of such complaints;
prompt and appropriate disciplinary action including due
process protections for the persons alleged to have perpetrated
the offense.
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Virtual Education: Need of Present
System
Dr. Rajesh R. Rathod
Indian Institute for Teacher Education, Gandhinagar, Gujarat.

Abstract— Provision for education will be the biggest challenge
for most governments in the world. Bold steps have to be
considered by states or countries to provide their people with
affordable access to education; using E- learning or Online
learning methods of mass education will be inevitable and cost
effective. Intervention or Implementation by outsider agencies is
one of the best solution, but it will come at a higher cost than
most individuals in the developing parts of the world can afford.
Second solution available for Government is to use the newer
technologies as vehicles and medium to bring a variety of
educational opportunities to individuals in their respective
regional countries and that is Virtual Education. “Virtual
Education” is defined as instruction during which students and
teachers are separated by time and/or location and interact via
computers and/or telecommunications technologies like video
conferencing as well as availability of online resources. Virtual
education ranges from straight forward coursework presented
online for students to view at their own pace, cost and time to
interact, real-time instruction between teachers and students over
an electronic medium unconstrained by geographic boundaries.
Through the Virtual Education, we make training more
accessible, deliver more engaging and interactive presentations,
receives instant feedback from the learners. Global accessibility
provide education to all any time, any Location and learners get
meaningful learning. Via telecommunications network, we will
provide the infrastructure for virtual education.
Keywords—Virtual
Education,
Intervention,
opportunities, global accessibility etc.

learning,” telelearning” and “distributed learning.” As online
delivery models have become possible with their capacity to
enable asynchronous interactivity, the terms “virtual
education,” “online learning,” and “e-learning” have emerged.
They are being used, often interchangeably, with all of the
earlier labels to describe almost any educational activity that
makes even use of information and communication technology
(ICT).
This is confusing to those who are unfamiliar with the
history of “distance education,” and it is also dysfunctional in
terms of the development of an inclusive view of educational
systems and the use of ICT. It serves to maintain a conceptual
dichotomy between the traditional classrooms based delivery
model and all others. The most significant effect of the use of
these technologies is to bring about a convergence between
traditional education models and what is most frequently
called “distance education.” A much more integrated vision of
learning venues and opportunities is needed in a world that
requires educational systems to respond to education needs
throughout life. Such a vision needs to accommodate the
reality that learning occurs in a variety of venue like as the
classroom, the home, community learning centers and the
work place. It also needs to portray the use of technology in
terms of how it can facilitate the provision of educational
opportunities, wherever they are occurring, by making them
more accessible and of higher quality, and by enhancing the
effectiveness and efficiency of their methods of delivery.

educational

INTRODUCTION

I

t is not the technologies themselves that are at issue, but the
purpose and manner of their use that are likely to influence
opinion of virtual education.” (Farrell, 1999, p.7). The need to
improve access to educational opportunities, at all levels, led
to the innovation of correspondence courses in the latter part
of the 19th century. Over time this delivery model use at study
centers of open universities and telephone networks for
tutorial purposes and became known as “distance education”
which provide education at off-campus locations as well as in
remote areas. As real-time technologies were applied, such as
radio, television and video conferencing, a variety of
additional labels emerged such as “open learning,” “flexible

MEANING OF VIRTUAL EDUCATION
The word "Virtual" is used here to characterize the fact that
the course is not taught in a classroom face-to-face but
through some substitute mode that can be associated with
classroom teaching.
Virtual education refers to instruction in a learning
environment where teacher and student are separated by time
or space, or both, and the teacher provides course content
through the use of methods such as course management
applications, multimedia resources, the internet, and
6
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videoconferencing. Students receive the content and
communicate with the teacher via the same technologies.





Why we need Virtual Education?
– Makes training more accessible
– Delivers engaging, interactive presentations
– Receives instant feedback
– Testing of our programmes
– Cost savings is upto 80%.
– Global Accessibility
– Location, Time, Pace etc.
– Meaningful Learning
– Automated Administration

different matters in a chat room.
Peer-to-peer courses are taught "on-demand" and
without a prepared curriculum. A new field of online
education has emerged in 2007 through new online
education platforms.
Social Networking: Virtual Education promotes to
increased social interaction, student-centered
instruction and a problem solving curriculum.
Students can address a problem that is oriented to a
cross curriculum activity. Teachers will act as guides
and resources, but it is up to the students to
collaborate, discuss and review ideas and present
solutions.

Tools for Virtual Education:

Instruction modes for Virtual Education:
E-mail
Every teacher should have an e-mail account for
Communicate with students and their parents. Students can
submit assignment and curriculum related attachments. They
can create a paperless environment which is helpful for
effective communication with the students. It is also efficient
and cost effective.
Chat
It is synchronous communication tool for students’
participation and Collaborative learning in instructional
strategy.
Online Forum
Teacher can create discussion groups and post a question
and students can post their comments. They can encourage
community participation and collaborative learning. They can
be fostered Feedback from diverse culture for betterment of
education.
Web
It is a resource center of wide range of materials in the form
of images, audio, simulation, interactive video.
Video Conference
Teacher can conduct a live lecture with students, teachers
and parents for solving the problems related to teaching
learning with support by audio, chat and whiteboard as well as
sharing of applications and it can be recorded and later be used
for on demand lectures.
Learning Management System
With the use of this system teacher manage the content,
tracking the student, can be integration with various tools such
as chat, forum, e-mail, etc.
Google Classroom
This is very useful tool or app for students and teachers.
They all are together on same time and learn effectively.
Teacher can manage everything regarding classroom
instructional activity and get effective result.
Various Social Sites and Apps
Now a day’s lots of sites and apps are available for virtual
learning. Every student learns the subject content on his
convenience at any place and any time with low cost. They

For Virtual Education, a wide spectrum of instruction modes
is available, including the following:













Virtual Classroom: Live teacher instruction and
feedback online that enables real-time voice
interaction, whiteboard sharing, and breakout
sessions to enhance a student's learning experience.
This provides students an opportunity to interact with
the teacher as well as classmates by oral and written
communication.
Virtual operating room: giving students a space to
learn the basic induction procedure before stepping
foot in the real-life operating room.
Hypertext courses: Structured course material is
used as in a conventional distance education
program. However, all material is provided
electronically and can be viewed with a browser.
Hyperlinks connect text, multimedia parts and
exercises.
Video-based courses are like face-to-face classroom
courses, with a lecturer speaking and PowerPoint
slides or online examples used for illustration. Videostreaming technologies are used.
Audio-based courses are similar but instead of
moving pictures only the sound track of the lecturer
is provided. Often the course pages are enhanced
with a text transcription of the lecture.
Animated courses: Enriching text-oriented or audiobased course material by animations is generally a
good way of making the content and its appearance
more interesting. Animations are created using
Macromedia Flash or similar technologies.
Web-supported textbook courses are based on
specific textbooks. Students read and reflect on the
chapters by themselves. Review questions, topics for
discussion, exercises, case studies, etc. are given
chapter wise on a website and discussed with the
lecturer. Class meetings may be held to discuss
7
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make special group according to their need.
Benefits of Virtual Education:








Faster, easier and wider dissemination of knowledge.
Adequate time for clarifications and doubts.
Flexibility of student as well as Teacher.
Easy to Use for all.
Students can also interact with other students via
notes, texts, and emoticons.
Subsequent discussions of problems.
Solving exercises, case studies, review questions, etc.
help the students to understand better what they
learned before.

Conclusion:
Present technologies provided the infrastructure for
conventional classrooms and traditional distance education,
and telecommunications networks will provide the
infrastructure for virtual education. When students and
teachers are properly employed by skilled instructors,
technology can make many learning opportunities available to
any student, at any location, and at any time. The virtual
Education can provide effective, Cost-efficient learning
opportunities to more people than is possible in the
conventional classroom or by traditional distance education
based on print and transportation technologies. Some countries
are well aware of the need for a paradigm shift in education
delivery, but some are grappling with the worldwide problem
of a lack of resources to provide equitable access to
information technology.
References:
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Methodology of Teaching Environmental
Education
Dr. Jaya Mukerji
Associate Professor, Department of Education, Allahabad Degree College, Allahabad
Abstract— This paper focuses on a general outline of a teaching
methodology for environmental education, where an
interdisciplinary approach is adopted so as to make it more
appealing and useful for students. Environmental education
should be taught in such a way that students develop a deep
interest in the subject and feel themselves to be a part of – and not
apart from – the environment. ‗Environment‘ in its holistic nature
is composed of natural, social and human resources, and man
interacts with the environment in its totality. Environmental
education is multidisciplinary in nature and comprises the
content methodology of science and social studies. Teachers can
help students to learn experientially, through creating their own
work and engaging in activities such as ethnographic interviews,
imaginative writing, art and drama projects. A topic pertaining
to ―food security‖ is cited as an example, where an experiential
approach to environmental education is explained.
Keywords— Experiential
interdisciplinary

approach,

holistic

the quality only leads to damage which is not very easily
repaired. Importance should be given to the quality of teaching
and subjects to be made interesting for the learner.
Environmental Education have become increasingly integral
to present day curriculum. The worldwide concern for
environmental degradation has made it imperative for the
young children – the future citizens to develop in them a
serious concern for protection and preservation of the
environment. Environmental Education should therefore be
taught in such a way that students develop a deep interest in
the subject and feel themselves to be a part of and not apart
from the environment. Such a feeling leads to betterment of
the environment. This paper therefore focuses on a general
outline of a teaching methodology for environmental
education, where an interdisciplinary approach is adopted so
as to make it more appealing and useful for students.

thinking,

E

ducation of today needs in-depth revision. Its importance
and relevance for the individual and for society as a whole
have always been evident to educators. Even politicians list it
as a top priority in their election campaigns. The urgency of
the situation is beginning to generate a good deal of reflection
and discontent as well as a frantic search for alternatives to the
current system, whose virtues and drawbacks can be readily
recognised. For students to learn properly, teachers must use
knowledge that children bring to schools with them as a
starting point. They must adapt their relationship with learners
switching their roles from soloist to accompanist and shifting
from dispensing information to helping learners seek, organize
and manage knowledge, guide them rather than mould them.

Scientists and engineers are actively involved in saving the
basic elements of life – air, energy, water, fuel, food – by
creating new technologies, but very little light is thrown on
how human culture, its economics, philosophies and ways of
life affect “natural” environment and its resources deeply.
Moreover, science can help us in understanding structure,
function and processes in nature, it can provide us with tools
to develop solutions but cannot help in making the choices for
us or even perform the task for us. The decisions we make on
how we engage with the environment and draw upon natural
resources to meet our needs are not driven by this
understanding and application of science and technology.
Social, cultural and political inclinations affect our individual
and collective decisions. We need to look at ourselves as a
part of the environment in order to understand it completely.
The social sciences, including history and philosophy, become
important subjects through which to make explicit the
otherwise unexamined motives that shape individual and
collective decisions. The creative arts that emphasize our
experiential and emotional aspects become no less useful. A
change in our perception of nature is required. Much of the socalled natural world has already been shaped, or is being
shaped, by human beings. Therefore, nature cannot be
understood solely through a study of physics, chemistry,
biology, geology. Environment in its holistic nature is

A teacher who likes to experiment and explore often feels the
constraints of time, syllabus, number of classes, tests etc. If
there are certain elements brought in by outer structures (to
which one has to bow to some extent), there are also elements
operating within, which are obstacles to the learning
atmosphere. Whether at a macro or micro level, the urge to get
quick results keeps the teacher working at the target level
rather than being conscious of the effect such an attitude has
on the quality of learning and the atmosphere. The fine
balance between the fulfilment of objectives and the space for
quality learning needs to be found. If teaching is an art,
learning to teach is also an art by itself. To compromise with
9
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composed of natural, social and human resources, and man
interacts with the environment in its totality. The
environmental education is multidisciplinary in nature and
comprises the content methodology of science and social
studies. It helps students to understand their role in the natural
and social environment in which they live through the
development of basic social and scientific skills.

vegetable patch, determining when to harvest fruits or
vegetables etc.
The theme of „food security‟ and its various aspects can help
students in developing critical thinking and in learning about
the interdisciplinary character of environmental education.
Students studying the topic of food security, can, for example,
begin by asking questions regarding the status of food security
in their immediate surroundings: Is it due to inadequate
production or access? How do people access food? If they are
in rural areas, students can study how landed and landless
people access food and water. Students can visit not just the
poor parts but also those regions where food is expensive,
richly displayed and abundant. They can study the history of
food consumption in their area: What have been the staple
diets over the years? What were the factors that led to that
particular pattern of eating at a certain point in time? What
changes led to current dietary habits? Along with such
experiential learning, there can be a theoretical exploration of
world food systems, issues associated with current and future
food systems, sustainable alternatives and other such areas.
The learning can be taken back to the field for discussion with
local communities. The topic on food security can be
organised to various degrees of complexity depending on the
age and level of the students.

Methodology in Environmental Education:
The course of Environmental Education must equip students
with the understanding that knowledge about the phenomena
and human activities that constitute our environment (the local
and the global) comes from various sources: written text,
practice, experience, learning from peers, from people whose
livelihoods are based on close connections with natural cycles.
It must encourage students not to just look to books, text or the
so called “experts” but to encourage students and teachers to
learn from practice, from those people at the so-called
“grassroots” who have over generations had occasion to study
nature and natural resources and the associated patterns
closely. Learning from agriculturists, artisans, indigenous
communities would enable teachers and students to question
current disciplinary boundaries and transcend such boundaries
to experience true interdisciplinarity.
Environmental Education should be taught in such a way that
students over the years have the opportunity to study a
phenomenon from varied angles, incorporating within its
curriculum history, economics, mathematics, the natural
sciences and literature. For example, students in class 7 may
be studying the „history of life‟ and emergence of „human
societies‟ as part of the subject of history. This can be taken up
in science classes through discussions on evolution, whereby
emphasizing that key ideas are interdisciplinary. There can be
science projects, practical work, nature walks. For example, a
science project on a topic like aeration of soils by earthworms
can be taken up. Practical work on the land: clearing water
channels and drains, constructing simple rain water harvesting
structures or clearing waste. Nature walks to study local flora
and fauna can be used to develop observation skills and to
understand their relationships with local cultural and
conservation practices. These may include the significance of
sacred groves, of local deities and rituals that tell us about the
agricultural cycle. Such a study is more relevant to rural
settings. In urban settings students may do projects that throw
light on the livelihood patterns and economic structures of
communities such as small traders, fishermen, rag pickers etc.

Students may take an anthropological perspective and study
the different meanings of food within a community or locality.
Are some foods regarded more sophisticated than others? Are
those perceptions based on availability or scarcity of that
particular food? Do considerations of calorific value or
nutrition play any role in determining prestige? Students could
learn new recipes and incorporate them into their daily diets.
Studying food could lead to a consideration of how sociocultural processes are not separate from us, and also how these
have a deep effect on our environment, for instance, in the
types of agriculture that is followed, on the health of people in
that environment, apart from discussions about local, seasonal
foods and what it means to have a wider range of choices than
those locally available.
The economics of food production, distribution and
consumption can also be integrated into such studies. Students
will be able to look at the life cycle of any given vegetable or
crop in a rural area, or how urban homes can create rooftop or
balcony spaces to grow some of their own food. This gives an
idea about seasonality, dependency on resources, such as
space/land, water, labour, soil conditioners, and understanding
of nutrient and water cycles. In this way, students will be able
to understand the significance of economic policies in
determining food production and access. Students in an urban
school can study the role of urban planning and its impact on
natural resources – water, air, land etc. For instance, questions
pertaining to slum dwellers can be explored. Why are slums
located where they are? What led to the slum residents being
in the city? These questions may bring about a critical

Teachers must help students to learn experientially, through
creating their own work. They can involve students in some
form of ethnographic interviews and writing, imaginative
writing, art and drama projects. Students might also learn
something demonstrable from the community with whom they
have been studying the phenomenon, both urban and rural.
Depending upon the area, it might be a skill such as planning a
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understanding of the nature of development and the impact of
development projects on landscapes and communities, leading
to discussions on alternative models of development. In such
discussions teachers and students can acquire information
about the impact of economic policies and programmes.
Students could be encouraged to review government policies
related to food security, water resources, creation of jobs etc.
What has been discussed above is an experiential approach to
environmental education, with an aim to improve the quality
of teaching in that subject. Students begin to learn where the
crux of an issue lie by looking not merely at scientific facts,
but rather at the whole picture, by looking at the effects of
human action on other human beings and the natural
landscape. An experiential approach enables students to know
about the inter connectedness between the ways of thinking,
living and acting and its influence on the whole earth.
Teaching Methodology that gives importance to the
interdisciplinary character of environmental education and
emphasises experiential approach would help instil holistic
thinking in teachers and students, where they would feel
themselves as involved in and included in all. A close bond
will develop that in the years to come will allow a child to
grow up in a sensitive way, understanding the importance of
all creatures of the earth, of the innumerable relationships that
sustain that delicate web of nature.
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Academic Use of Internet among the
Prospective Teachers
Sonali Jena, Radhanath Institute of Advanced Studies in Education
Dr. Nibedita Guru, Principal, Radhanath IASE, Cuttack

Abstract— The aim of this study is to analyze the use of the
Internet among prospective the teachers of teacher education
colleges in Odisha. A well-structured self-made questionnaire was
distributed among the 150 prospective teachers of Radhanath
Institute of Advanced Studies in Education, Cuttack and
Nalinidevi
Women’s College of Teacher Education,
Bhubaneswar, Odisha under study. The present study
demonstrates and elaborates the various aspects of relating to the
background information of the perspective teacher, experience of
use of internet, use of internet per day, location of use of internet,
methods of learning internet skill, purpose of browsing internet,
academic purpose of using internet, Problems while browning
internet. The study was conducted particularly to find out the
different aspect of internet use by prospective teachers with
reference to gender and stream, experience, amount of spent on
internet, location, learning Internet skill, to find out the purpose
of browsing internet with reference to their gender and stream,
to identify the use of internet for academic purpose by
respondent with relation to their gender and stream, to find out
the problems faced by prospective teachers while using the
internet with reference to gender and stream. descriptive survey
method was adopted. It was found that maximum science
prospective teacher having experience of using internet more
than 4 year and majority of the male respondent used internet
more than 3 hours per day, majority of the respondents used
internet for purpose of searching information for Assignment
and online books for academic purposes.

Prospective teachers used these resources at their studies
effectively. Especially, in research homework’s, processed
subjects in presentation and used graphics in homework’s are
obtained in web pages on the internet. In addition internet
presents a lot of resources that students can learn their selves
and they can do practices about these subjects. But some of
the resources information don't give the right information and
they cause to complex information. Generally, students that
prepared their homework’s on the internet, are given
information about reliable of the internet resources.
Internet is also used as a communication device. Internetbased learning is often updated, learners and teacher always
keep in touch and students always available on resources.
Each person shares learning experiences and learners give
decisions. (Isman, 2005).
Web pages include course materials. Students access this
material and share with another student (Gulbahar, 2007).
According to the Meral & Boynak (2008) “Using internet for
teaching and learning has become major part of educational
use of ICT in the recent years. Access to knowledge through
the Internet has spawned a world of online learning,
stimulating a new passion for lifelong learning in academia,
professional environments, the workplace, and at home”.
(Holzer and Kokemueller, 2007) According to this research, it
is researched reliability of internet resources on the internet.

Keywords— Internet, Academic Use, Prospective Teacher

INTRODUCTION
Review of related literature:

T

he internet is a global system of interconnected computer
networks that use the Standard Internet Protocol Suit
(TCP/IP) to serve billion of users world-wide. It is a network
of networks that consist of millions of private, public,
academic, business and Government networks, of local to
global scope, that are linked by a broad array of electronic,
wireless and optical networking technologies. The Internet
carries the vast range of information resources and services,
such as the interlinked hypertext documents of the World
Wide Web (www) and the infrastructure to support electronic
mail.
Now students learn whatever they want to learn with
developed technology on the internet. Most of resources are
on the internet, especially for prospective teachers’.

Yilmaz, M. Betul and Orhan, F.(2010) investigated on “The
use of internet by high school students for educational
purposes in respect their learning approach” and found that
surface learners use the internet more compared to deep
learners, though they use it for non-instructional purposes. The
ratio of the internet use of the internet use of deep learners for
educational purposes is higher when compared to those of
surface learners. Ratios of the internet use for educational
purposes by the students who are given assignments requiring
the use of the internet are higher.
Bhuvandra, M.L. (2011) investigated on “An evaluation of
the uses and gratifications of the new medium, the internet”.
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The researcher found that, most of the newest users of the net
are school students suggests that as they grow in age and
education their dependency on the net may get firmed up
enabling it to become the most preferred medium on par with
television, if not exceeding it. It also found that large majority
of students are using internet for the two ritualistic
gratifications of passing time and entertainment. They are yet
to realize its immense potential in serving their education
related needs. Language barriers in educational content could
also be hindering the use of internet for educational purpose.

Objective of Study:
I.
To find out the different aspect of internet use by
prospective teachers with reference to gender and
stream.
- Experience
- Amount of spent on internet
- Location
- Learning Internet skill
II.
To find out the purpose of browsing internet with
reference to their gender and stream.
III.
To identify the use of internet for academic purpose
by respondent with relation to their gender and
stream
To find out the problems faced by prospective teachers while
using the internet with reference to gender and stream.

Devi & Roy (October, 2012) conducted on “Internet use
among university students: A case study of Assam University
Silchar” and they showed in their study that the use of the
internet has created a great impact upon the students of Assam
University in their research and academic works. It is clear
from the study that the younger generation has accepted the
internet as a means for accessing to the relevant information
for academic and research work. The present study also found
that internet plays a key role in day today life.

Delimitations of the study:
The study was delimited to Prospective Teacher of RNIASE,
Cuttack and Nalini Devi college of teacher education
institution for the session 2015-17 and selected by TE &
SCERT, Bhubaneswar.

Singh (2014) investigated on “A Systematic Review of
Literature on effect of Internet Use on students in India”. The
researcher reviewed more than forty online studies to identify
the psychological, educational and social effect of internet use
on students in India. The researcher found that the last few
years the use and access of internet among students had been
increasing. The review of various studies revealed that, most
of the undergraduate students use the internet for
entertainment, social and educational objectives. They use it
minimum for their academic and knowledge.

Methodology:
Description of the design of this study, variables, description
of sample, tools used in the present study, procedure of data
collection along with the statistical techniques used in
analyzing the research data has been presented in this chapter.
Sampling of study:

Sridevi and Indrani (2015) conducted a study on the use of
internet usage among the B.Ed. students of KSR College of
Education – Tiruchingode. The present study aims to
investigate the internet usage among B.Ed. students. The study
covered only 100 B.Ed. students of KSR College of education.
The main findings of the study found that there is no
significant difference between male and female usage of
internet in various places. Almost 45 percentages of the
students are using internet around 1-2 hours. Maximum no. of
students use internet for film/music.

All prospective teachers of Radhanath Institute of Advanced
Studies in Education, Cuttack and Nalinidevi Women’s
College of Teacher Education, Bhubaneswar constituted
population of the study.

Stream
Male
Arts
Science
Total

Rahardjo, Sumardjo, Lubis,
& Harijati,(April,2016)
studied on “Internet access and usage in improving students’
self-directed learning in Indonesia Open University” and they
found that the internet usage is still low due to limited internet
facilities that affect the knowledge and willingness of students
to access the internet. The strategy in improving student
internet usage is applying social media as guidance that can be
accessed through cellular phones.

Gender
Female

25
50
75

25
50
75

Total
50
100
150

Tools:
The selection of suitable instruments or tools has a vital
importance for collection of data in any field .the following
tools were developed and used by the investigator for data
collection.
a. Questionnaires for Prospective Teachers

Statement of the problem:

Procedure of data collection:

The research study was selected by the investigator as
“Academic use of Internet among Prospective Teachers”

After selecting required number of sample and tools
construction the investigator sought permission from authority
for data collection purpose. The questionnaire was personally
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given to the sample respondents and collected personally from
them. The purpose of the study was clearly communicated to
the sample respondents.
Selecting 150 prospective teachers of Radhanath Institute of
Advanced studies in Education, Cuttack and Nalindevi
Women’s College of Teacher Education, Bhubaneswar. The
investigator visited two teacher education institution with
questionnaires meant for the prospective teachers.
The questionnaires for prospective teachers were administered
on the sample of 150 prospective teachers according to the
instruction provided in the questionnaires. Firstly proper
report was established with the prospective teachers. They told
that the questionnaires were mean for collecting data for
research work and they were requested to fill the items on the
questionnaire freely. They were also accrued that the
information provides by them would be kept confidential.
Questionnaires collected from the respondent after the filled it.

respondents used internet more than 1 hour per day. Further it
was found that majority of the arts respondent as well as
science respondent used internet more 3 hours per day.
Internet used location:
It was observed that maximum prospective teachers used
internet at their home where very less number of respondents
used internet at other places. It was found that majority of
female respondents used internet at home and very less of
them used internet at other places where as in case of male
respondents majority of the respondent used internet at home.
Again with regards to stream it was found that majority of
science respondents used internet at home and very less of
them used internet at other at the same time majority of arts
respondents used internet at home.
Learning internet skill:
It was found that majority of the prospective teacher getting
chance to learn using internet skill from external courses
whereas very less of prospective teacher learn from selfinstruction with regards to gender it was found that majority of
the both female and male prospective teacher getting chance to
learn using internet skill from external courses. Further it was
found that very less of female prospective teacher learn from
self-instruction whereas male prospective teachers learn to use
internet skill from guidance of friends/colleagues. Furthermore
it was found that majority of the science prospective teacher
getting chance to learn using internet skill from external
courses whereas arts prospective teachers learn to use internet
skill from guidance of friends/colleagues.
Use of the Internet for specific purpose:

Statistical techniques of data analysis
Data collected for the present study were analyzed in
terms of frequency and percentages.
FINDINGS:

Experience of use of internet:








It was found that of the prospective teacher used
internet more than 4 year where as very less number
of prospective teacher used internet in any other
experience.
It was found that with regards to experience of use
of internet male and female prospective teachers
maximum experienced to use internet more than
year 4 year where as female teacher maximum
experienced to use internet 2 year-4year.Again it
was observed that vey less of the female prospective
teacher having 6moth to 1 year and 2 year-4year
and in case of the female prospective teacher it was
found that 6 to 1 year experience having very less
experience.
It was found that maximum science prospective
teacher having experience of using internet more
than 4 year where in arts stream maximum
prospective teacher having experience of using
internet 1 year-2 year. Again it was found that both
the science and arts prospective teacher having
experience of using internet 6month-1year.

It was found that majority of the respondent used internet for
the purpose of Academic activities and online charting cum
social media whereas very less number of respondent used
internet for the purpose of sports activities, reading news
paper, other and internet banking with respect to gender it was
found that majority of the both the male and female
respondents used internet for the purpose of Academic
activities and online chatting cum social media where same
number of respondent used internet for the purpose of E-mail.
Again it was observed that very less in sports activities and
internet banking in case of female respondents whereas found
very less in internet banking and other purpose in case of male
respondents. Furthermore it was found that majority of the
both the science and arts respondents used internet for the
purpose of Academic activities and online chatting cum social
media whereas same number of science respondents used
internet for the purpose of reading news paper, on-line
shopping, gathering information and it was found very less of
science respondents used internet banking and sports activity.
With regards to arts respondents same respondent used
internet for E-mail, reading news paper and gathering
information whereas found less in internet banking and other
purpose.

Number of hours Spent Daily on Internet
 It was found that majority of perspective teachers
used Internet three hours per day where as only 12%
of the respondents used internet less than 1 hour per
day.
It was found that majority of the male respondent used internet
more than 3 hours per day where as majority of the female
14
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Use of the Internet for Academic purpose:
Bada, T.A., and Bimbola, A.(2014). Awareness and utilization
of internet facilities among students of Osun state college of
education, Ilaorangun. Nigeria: International J. Soc. Sci. &
Education, 4(3),22-28.

It was found that majority of the respondents used internet for
purpose of searching information for Assignment and online
books where as very less number of respondents used internet
for the purpose of finding latest information about university,
finding information for academic website, download software
for academic use and Upload files/document. With regards to
gender it was found that both male and female, majority of the
respondents used internet for purpose of searching information
for Assignment and online books where as very less number
of female respondents used internet for the purpose of finding
latest information about university, finding information
academic website, download software for academic use and
Upload files/document. Again it was found that the male
respondents are better than female respondents with regards to
using E-mail for academic purpose where as both male and
female respondents are same in finding information for
research work. Furthermore it was found that both science and
Arts, majority of the respondents used internet for purpose of
searching information for Assignment and online books where
as very more number of science respondents used internet for
the purpose of finding information about academic website
and download software for academic use. Again it was found
that arts respondents are better than science respondents with
regards to communications with lectures where as arts
respondents are more than science respondents in use of Email friends for academic related.
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Problems facing while browsing Internet:




It was found that majority of the respondents facing
problem of slow internet access, difficulty in finding
relevant information where as very less number of
respondents facing the problems of irregularity of
electricity supply and any other problems.
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respondents facing problem of slow internet access,
difficulty in finding relevant information where as
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A study of Cognitive Style of Prospective
Teachers in Nagaland
Dr. Rakesh Rai
Department of Teacher Education
Nagaland University, Kohima Campus –Meriema 797004
Abstract— This Paper emphasis on the issue cognitive style of
Prospective Teachers. The development of cognitive style
research is an interesting and Paradoxical topic in the history of
psychology. Defining cognitive style as stable attitudes,
preferences or habitual strategies that determines individual
modes of perceiving, remembering, thinking and problem
solving. In this study researchers has been used Cognitive Style
Inventory by Praveen Kumar Jha for the collection of data and
interpretation of result. Total sample consisted 60 prospective
teachers. The investigation shows that science female prospective
teachers have more cognitive style than male prospective
teachers.

appraising things to which people are exposed to under
different condition. It is conceptualized as stable attitude or
habitual strategy which determines a person’s typical mode of
perceiving, remembering and problem solving. There are
several types of cognitive functioning among which field
dependence and field independence are well known. The field
independent individual is found to be passive and less
competent in analytic functioning having greater social
orientation. He is more socially sensitive. On other hand, a
field independent individual is found to be more active and
competent in analytic functioning having less social
orientation. He is less impulsive and socially sensitive.
Messick (1976) defined cognitive style as stable attitudes,
preferences or habitual strategy that determines individual
modes of perceiving, remembering, thinking & problem
solving.

Keywords— Cognitive style, Prospective Teachers, Secondary
Level

INTRODUCTION

H

uman beings have been considered as the highly superior
species among the living creatures exist in our universe
and so, solely mankind has the responsibility for every living
organism to survive equally and happily in this world. People
dominated by their cognitive as their acts are motivated solely
by the desire to make other persons “feel better”. Cognitive
style is relatively new concept. It guides our thinking.
Cognitive style historically has referred to a psychological
dimension representing consistencies in an individual’s
manner of cognitive functioning, particularly with respect to
acquiring and processing information. The development of
cognitive style research is an interesting and paradoxical topic
in the history of psychology. Cognitive style is a process of
mediation between stimulus and response. The term cognitive
style refers to the characteristics in which an individual
conceptually organizes the environment. It is viewed that
cognitive style refers to the way an individual filters and
process stimuli so that the environment takes on psychological
meaning. It is the representative of this use of term. As such
cognitive representations modify one to one relationships
between stimulus and response. If it were not for these
cognitive representations; stimuli would have been irrelevant
for the individual as the individual would response to the
stimulation in a robot like fashion.
Therefore cognitive style is conceived as one of the aspect of
psychological differentiation. Psychological differentiation
refers to the differentiate mode of perceiving, judging and

NEED OF THE STUDY:
1. To avoid the risk of duplicating the same study already
undertaken.
2. To provide ideas, theories, explanations and hypotheses
valuable in formulating problem.
3. To suggest method of research appropriate to the
problem.
4. To locate comparative data useful in the interpretation of
results.
5. To contribute to the general scholarship of the
investigation.
In order to get better understanding on the research project
the investigator felt it necessary to make a survey of related
studies conducted in the field of education.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
1. To study the impact of cognitive style between male and
female science prospective teachers.
2. To study the impact of cognitive style between male and
female science prospective teachers in relation to their
intuitive style.
3. To study the impact of cognitive style between male and
female science side prospective teachers in relation to their
systematic style.
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There is no significant difference of the impact of cognitive
style between male and female science side prospective
teachers in relation to their intuitive style.

HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY:
1. There is no significant difference of the impact of
cognitive style between male and female science prospective
teachers.
2. There is no significant difference of the impact of
cognitive style between male and female science side
prospective teachers in relation to their intuitive style.
3. There is no significant difference of the impact of
cognitive style between male and female science side
prospective teachers in relation to their systematic style.

Variable & Groups

The tool used in the study for the study is Cognitive Style
Inventory developed by Praveen Kumar Jha. Cognitive Style
Inventory (CSI) is a self report measure of the ways of
thinking, judging, remembering, storing information, decision
making and believing in interpersonal relationship. Cognitive
Style is the uni dimensional psychological state of an
individual, it was planned to develop a comprehensive
inventory to measure the dimension of cognitive style.

Table 1
There is no significant difference of the impact of cognitive
style between male and female science prospective teachers.

SCIENCE

Male
Female

DF

131.7
151.8

8.62
15.92

58

T-Test

Variable & Groups
No. Mean SD
DF T-Test
Systematic
MALE
30
70
5.6
Style
58 6.39**
female
30
81
7.6
(Science)
** Significant difference at both level (0.05 and 0.01)

ANALYSIS OF DATA:

SD

DF

Table No. 2 shows Mean (62) and SD (6) of the science
male prospective teachers and Mean score (68) and SD (8.62)
of the science female prospective teachers. The calculated
value of 't' is 3.24 which is greater than 't' table value 1.96
(0.05), 2.58 (0.01) level of significance.
It means HO2 “There is no significant difference of the impact
of cognitive style between male and female science side
prospective teachers in relation to their intuitive style” has
been rejected. So we can say that female prospective teachers
have high intuitive style than male prospective teachers.
Table 3:
Ho.3 There is no significant difference of the impact of
cognitive style between male and female science side
prospective teachers in relation to their systematic style.

TOOL USED:

Mean

SD

INTERPRETATION:

The sample of prospective teacher was selected through
stratified random sampling technique. The sample consisted of
prospective teachers and the facts taken into considerations
were gender type.

NO
30
30

Mean

Intuitive
Male
62 6.0
Style
58
3.24**
Female
30
68 8.62
(Science)
** Significant difference at both level (0.05 and 0.01)

SAMPLE:

Variable & Groups

No
.
30

INTERPRETATION:
Table No. 3 reveals that t' value comes out to be (6.39)
which is significant at table value 1.96 (0.05), 2.58 (0.01) level
of significance.
It means HO3 “There is no significant difference of the
impact of cognitive style between male and female science
side prospective teachers in relation to their systematic style”.
has been rejected at both level. Hence it can be concluded that
there is significant difference between science male and
female prospective teachers in relation to their systematic
style. It can be seen that mean scores of science female
prospective teachers (81) is higher than male prospective
teacher (70).

T-Test
6.09**

** Significant difference at both level (0.05 and 0.01)
INTERPRETATION:
It is evident from table 1 that mean score of science male
prospective teachers is (131.7) and the mean score of science
female prospective teachers is (151.8).The computed t value is
(6.09).The obtained t value is higher than the table value
(2.58) at 0.01 level of significance.
It is stated that in Hypothesis No. 1 that “There is no
significant difference of the impact of cognitive style between
male and female science prospective teachers” is rejected. It
means the female science prospective teachers having more
cognitive style than male prospective teachers.

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION:
1. Science female prospective teachers are better than
science male prospective teacher in relation to their cognitive
style.
2. Science female prospective teachers are better than
science male prospective teacher in relation to their intuitive

Table 2:
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style
3. Science female prospective teachers are better than
science male prospective teacher in relation to their systematic
style.

10.Sternberg, R.J., & Zhang, L.F. (2001). "Perspectives on
thinking, learning, and cognitive styles" (Edited). Mahwah,
NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS:
The result of the study disclosed that the cognitive style
aspect influenced in respect of gender (variable). There is
significance difference between male and female prospective
teachers in their cognitive style. From the above findings it is
concluded that the cognitive style of female prospective
teachers is better than male prospective teachers.
the present study reveal some important educational
implication for prospective teachers. It gives a strong message
to those involved in training of teachers that it is not only
important to empower the prospective teachers with
knowledge and skills required for teaching but training should
enable them to develop cognitive style and it is allied aspects.
Moreover the development of skills of the trainees should be
carried out in a manner that they become reflective
parishioners by developing their cognitive style.
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Effect of Co-operative Learning on
Achievement of Students in Science at
Elementary Level
Abhay Prasad Giri Radhanath IASE Cuttack, Odisha
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Abstract— The investigator in this paper has tried to explore
the effect of cooperative learning on Achievement of students in
science at Elementary level. It was hypothesized that significant
difference existed between the mean posttest scores of Sciences
achievements of experimental group and control group. Non –
randomized pretest posttest control group design was chosen for
experiment. It was conducted on a sample size of 50 students
from Balasore district of Odisha. Out of which 25 students were
in experimental group and 25 students in controlled group. Two
self-developed tools were used in the form of instructional Tools
in the form Instructional Tools in unit wise Lesson Planning in
Jigsaw Cooperative Learning Strategy and Measuring Tool in
The Form of a teacher made test. Experimental group was taught
through Jigsaw cooperative learning method and controlled
group was taught through traditional method. Findings of the
study reflected that there exists significant difference in science
achievement between experimental group and control group.

skills (Johnson & Johnson). It is therefore imperative for a
teacher to be well equipped with all these teaching tools,
proceeding towards these classrooms in order to produce
better results.
A teaching technique which is rapidly gaining popularity
and momentum is cooperative learning. Cooperative learning
principles include team building, communication skills,
inclusiveness, and supportive interaction among the learners.
Summarized in the words of Johnson and Johnson (1982),
students "have to invest themselves in each other's learning if
they want to be successful”.
Today, the world has changed drastically. Effective
communication and collaboration are essential now to become
a successful learner. In schools, the three R‟s (reading, writing
and arithmetic) are no longer enough. We need to focus on the
four C‟s – critical thinking, creativity, collaboration and
communication. As its name suggests, collaborative learning
is a method of teaching and learning in which student‟s team
together in small groups to achieve an academic goal. To
make these technique successful students must collaborate
productively and work together on a task, sharing ideas and
learning from one another.

Keywords— Cooperative Learning, Academic achievement,
Science
INTRODUCTION

T

he goal of education is not to increase the amount of
knowledge but to create possibilities for child to invent
and discover; and to create a man who are capable of doing
new things. Especially the constructivist‟s contribution in the
field of education is worth notable. They modified a new
dimension of learning who considered learning as a
constructive process, where learners don‟t passively receive
information but actively construct knowledge as they strive
make sense of their worlds. Cooperative learning is one of the
instructional strategies proposed by constructivists.
Cooperative learning is a teaching method that helps students
learn together in groups to maximize their learning with great
interest and motivation. (Aziz and Hussain) .
Cooperative learning is one of the instruction that involves
students working in teams to accomplish a common goal

Review of related literature:
Mehta & Kulshrestha (2014) investigated on
implementation of cooperative learning in science at
secondary level .one group pretest and posttest research design
was used in this study, 40 students were selected through
purposive sampling from ninth class of CBSE school. This
study revealed that students developed the feeling of working
in a group in the classroom of science ,and it also improved
performance.
Mahmoud (2015) conducted a study on the effectiveness of
jigsaw strategy on achievement and learning motivation of the
7th primary grade students in the Islamic education The
sample consisted of 53 female students: 26 students in the
Experimental Group, and 27 students in the Control Group.
The following statistical treatments were used: Arithmetic
Means, Standard Deviations, ANCOVA, and Person

under conditions that include the following elements (I)
positive interdependent, (II) individual accountability, (III)
face to face interaction, (IV) group processing, (V) social
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Coefficient. The existence of a positive relationship between
the achievement of the 7th primary grade students and their
learning motivation.
Joshi and Bhatnagar (2015) conducted a study on effect of
cooperative learning oriented teaching on the academic
achievement of secondary level students. STAD strategy was
used for intervention; quasi experimental study was used for
research design. Total 140 students os class viii of St. Mary‟s
school ,Binjor (U.P.)were selected as sample for the study .out
of which 70 students considered as for experimental and
control group. Findings of the study; cooperative learning
oriented teaching was significantly effective for increasing the
level of academic achievement in chemistry.
Inuwa, Abdullah & Hassan (2017) conducted a study on
assessing the effect of cooperative learning on financial
accounting achievement among secondary school students. A
pre-test –post test –control group design was adopted .120
students participated in the study were selected randomly from
six schools. The students were divided into two equal groups,
namely: experimental (cooperative learning approach) and
control group (i.e., conventional approach). A financial
Accounting Achievement test (FAAT) was used as instrument
for data collection. There was no statistically significant
difference between the achievement of cooperative learning
students and convectional approach students in pre-test
stage..The achievement of students who are exposed to the
cooperative learning was found to be significantly better than
the achievement of students who were exposed to
conventional approach in post test stage.
Review of Related Literature Revealed that hardly any
study has been conducted on the effect of cooperative learning
on achievement of students in science at elementary level.

Methodology:
Description of the design of this study, variables,
description of sample, tools used in the present study,
procedure of data collection along with the statistical
techniques used in analyzing the research data has been
presented in this chapter.
Design of study:
Representation of the non-randomized pre-test post-test
control groups design
Group
Pre-test
Experimental
Group(A)
O1

Treatment
(Independent
variable)
T1

Post-test

O2

(Jigsaw-cooperative
leaning strategy)

Control Group(B)
O3

Traditional method

O4

of teaching

Where,
A= purposefully selected experimental group
B= Control group
T1= Exposure of group to an experimental (Treatment)
variable
O1 & O3= Pre-test scores of Control Group
O2 & O4 =Post-test scores of control and experimental
groups
Sample:
The total sample was 50 out of which 25 students were in
experimental group and 25 students were in control group .the
experimental group was taken purposefully in accordance to
their pre-test percentage of mark and control group was taken
randomly without disturbing the intact classroom situation.
Two schools were selected, Kasafal Primary School as
experimental group and Narad Primary School ,Balasore as
control group.

Statement of the problem:
The research study was selected by the investigator as
“Effect of Cooperative Learning on Achievement of students
in Science at Elementary level”
Objective of the study:

Tools:

To study the effect of cooperative learning on achievement
in science of class V students.

The total sample tools were used .They were instructional
tools in the form of unit wise lesson plans and measuring tools
in the form of a teacher made test.

Hypothesis of the study:
H1 -There exists significant difference in science
achievement between students of control group and
experimental group.

Procedure of data collection:
The experiment was conducted on the students of class V of
Kasafal Primary School and Narad Primary School,, Balasore
.In very beginning of the experiment, The researcher
conducted an achievement test .According to the pretest score
the researcher formulated five homogenous experimental
group consisting of five students. They were taught through
Jigsaw cooperative strategy with following steps of lesson
planning ie Group Formation, Discussion within the Group,

Delimitations of the study:
The study was conducted in two elementary schools in Sadar
Block of Balasore district, Odisha The study was limited to
the students of class 5th.The study was limited to topic of class
5th science. Only Jigsaw cooperative strategy had implemented
in this study.
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Interpolation, Presentation of group, Consolidation. Ten
Lessons had been delivered through two methods. A post-test
achievement was conducted of twenty five marks in both the
group.
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Statistical techniques of data analysis:
After collection of raw data the experimenter has applied
„t‟-test for analyzing the scores and for meaningful
interpretation.
FINDINGS:
Following are the important findings of the present study.
Mean achievement of students exposed to cooperative learning
differs significantly from the mean achievement of the study
taught through traditional method.(M1=17.56 i.e experimental
group,M2=15.64 i.e control group, value=2.04,p<.05).It
implies that there exists significant difference in Science
achievement between students of control and experimental
group.
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Understanding Victimology of Terrorism:
Contesting Connotations and Emerging
Paradigms
R.K.Mohanty, Department of Sociology, Mizoram University, Aizawl-796004

Abstract— The New Millennium has given rise to a new
‘catastrophic terrorism’ which has now not only fattened the
scope of victimology but also has increased the concerns for the
victims of gravest terror crimes. Millions of people throughout
the world suffer harm, injury and death due to crime, the abuse
of power, terrorism and other stark misfortunes. Terrorism and
explosive politics today have stood out to be a serious challenge
for researchers on peace studies. Literature on terrorists and
terrorism is abundant, but very little is written on the victim of
terror crime. The present paper aims at serving as a reference
and a consolidated resource material for researchers on
terrorism, human rights and peace studies incorporating one or
more aspects of the inter-linkage between victimology and
terrorism. The contentious issues under discussion fall under
four major heads: Conceptual, Theoretical, Methodological and
Praxiological aspects so as to present an overview on contesting
connotations and emerging paradigms. To that end, reliance is
placed primarily on available books, papers published in
journals, documents, research reports, publications of various
organizations, paper clippings by using library resources and
search engines.
Keywords—Terrorism,
Human Rights.

Victimology,

Victim

sole aim of terrorists to produce maximum public attention.
Possibility of the use of chemical weapons by terrorists in
future as against the present use of other weapons of mass
destruction may give rise to a new form of terrorism called
‗Catastrophic Terrorism‘. Millions of people throughout the
world suffer harm as a result of crime, the abuse of power,
terrorism and other stark misfortunes. Terrorism and explosive
politics today have stood out to be a serious challenge for
researchers on peace studies (Tellidis and Toros, 2015).
Literature on terrorists and terrorism is abundant, but very
little is written on the victim. Whether the studies are
published by psychologists or political scientists, by
psychiatrists or sociologists, data on the victim are
conspicuous by their absence.
There is hardly any mention of how victims of terrorism are
chosen, their characteristics, the role they play, if any, in
preparing or triggering the terrorist acts, their behavior during
the ordeal, and their post-victimization condition. While
policy response in context of victims of terrorism, as reviewed
in this paper, are yet in their infancy in the west. It is yet to be
born in much terrorism affected countries of the world.
Interestingly, the policy response to terrorism in parts of the
world has –until recently – been primarily focused on
adjusting police tactics and criminal procedural laws relating
to organised crime to the new demands placed on law
enforcement (Albrecht and Kilchling, 2005:5). Many countries
go with traditional mindset acknowledging that victimization,
terrorist or otherwise, is a normal and natural occurrence, a
fact of life, portraying it instead as a pathological and
abnormal phenomenon.Their rights and needs as victims of
this harm have not been adequately recognized. The dearth of
the empirical data renders the systematic study of the victims
of terrorism particularly difficult. The present paper is
principally descriptive and aims at serving as a reference and a
consolidated resource material for researchers on terrorism,
human rights and peace studies incorporating one or more
aspects of the inter-linkage between victimology and
terrorism. The contentious issues under discussion falls under
four major heads: Conceptual, Theoretical, Methodological
and Praxiological aspects so as to present an overview on
contesting connotations and emerging paradigms. To that end,

Compensation,

INTRODUCTION

V

ictimology is a branch of knowledge that studies victims,
survivors and their relationships with the people who
victimized them. It scientifically examines the degrees of
suffering caused by perpetrators. Victimology researchers
investigate the physical, emotional and financial impact of
crime, terror or otherwise. The most commonly studied areas
of victimization are murder, rape, spousal abuse, elder abuse,
child abuse and kidnapping. As the field expands identity
theft, terror attacks, hate crimes and disability discrimination
are also being researched.
New Millennium has given rise to a new terrorism which
has now not only fattened the scope of victimology but also
has increased the concerns for the victims of gravest terror
crimes. 9/11 terror attacks at WTC in 2001, Bali bombings of
October 2002, Madrid terrorism of March 2004, London
bombings of 2005 & Mumbai attacks of 2006 & 2008
produced large scale devastations & victimization with the
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reliance is placed primarily on available books, papers
published in journals, documents, research reports,
publications of various organizations, paper clippings by using
library resources and search engines.

terrorism itself is perceived and explained in a different
manner with every mile one moves away from a given region.
Studies have found over 100 definitions of ―terrorism‖
(Schmid et. al.1988). The concept of terrorism may itself be
controversial as it is often used by state authorities to
delegitimize political or other opponents, and potentially
legitimize the state's own use of armed force against
opponents (described as "terror" by opponents). A less
politically and emotionally charged, and more easily
definable, term is violent non-state actor. Terrorism has been
practiced by a broad array of political organizations for
furthering their objectives. It has been practiced by both rightwing and left-wing political parties, nationalistic groups,
religious groups, revolutionaries, and ruling governments.
Those labeled "terrorists" by their opponents rarely identify
themselves as such, and typically use other terms or terms
specific to their situation, such as separatist, freedom fighter,
liberator, revolutionary, vigilante, militant, paramilitary,
guerrilla, rebel, patriot, or any similar-meaning word in other
languages and cultures. Jehadi, Mujaheddin, and Fedayeen
are similar Arabic words which have entered the English
lexicon. It is common for both parties to a conflict to describe
each other as terrorists. The pejorative connotations of the
word can be summed up in the aphorism, "One man's terrorist
is another man's freedom fighter". In his book "Inside
Terrorism" Bruce Hoffman (1998) wrote in Chapter One:
Defining Terrorism that, on one point, at least, everyone
agrees: terrorism is a pejorative term. It is a word with
intrinsically negative connotations that is generally applied to
one's enemies and opponents, or to those with whom one
disagrees and would otherwise prefer to ignore. ‗What is
called terrorism,‘ Brian Jenkins has written, ―thus seems to
depend on one's point of view. Use of the term implies a moral
judgment; and if one party can successfully attach the label
terrorist to its opponent, then it has indirectly persuaded others
to adopt its moral viewpoint. Hence the decision to call
someone or label some organization ‗terrorist‘ becomes almost
unavoidably subjective, depending largely on whether one
sympathizes with or opposes the person/group/cause
concerned. If one identifies with the victim of the violence, for
example, then the act is terrorism. If, however, one identifies
with the perpetrator, the violent act is regarded in a more
sympathetic, if not positive (or, at the worst, an ambivalent)
light; and it is not terrorism" (1998:32).

Terrorism: One Meaning Several Terms & One Term
Several Meanings
Victimization and terrorism are the old realities but new
rhetoric in the terminological discourse of criminology with its
recent comrade-in-arm victimology. Concepts concerning
victims in the context of terrorism are relatively abstract or
include victims of terrorism under the broader heading of
victims of crime in general. In addition, policies and
legislation relating to victims of crime or victims of terrorism
vary widely on the domestic level. First need is to sort out the
definitional issues before entering into a discourse on theory
and/or praxis. There are many concepts but fewer
consensuses, many theories and fewer arrivals, many policies
yet fewer results. Both the concepts terrorism and victim are
not far from controversies and comments. They represent one
term each with diverse meanings or one meaning endowed
with diverse terms. The term "terrorism" comes from Latin
terrere, "to frighten." The terror cimbricus was a panic and
state of emergency in Rome in response to the approach of
warriors of the Cimbri tribe in 105BC. The Jacobins cited this
precedent when imposing a Reign of Terror during the French
Revolution. After the Jacobins lost power, the word "terrorist"
became a term of abuse. The French National Convention
declared in September 1793 that "terror is the order of the
day." The period 1793 - 94 is referred to as the regime de la
terreur (Reign of Terror). Maximilien Robespierre, a leader in
the French revolution proclaimed in 1794 that, Terror is
nothing other than justice, prompt, severe, inflexible.‖
Common principles among legal definitions of terrorism
provide an emerging consensus as to meaning and also foster
cooperation between law enforcement personnel in different
countries. Among these definitions there are several that do
not recognize the possibility of legitimate use of violence by
civilians against an invader in an occupied country. Other
definitions would label as terrorist groups only the resistance
movements that oppose an invader with violent acts that
indiscriminately kill or harm civilians and non-combatants,
thus making a distinction between lawful and unlawful use of
violence. Ultimately, the distinction is a political judgment. A
precise definition of the word "terrorism" is often difficult as
the term is at times politically and emotionally charged.
Terrorists seek support from the people among whom they live
and act. Even the state‘s strategies to counter terrorism fail
when the public opposes such initiatives and aligns itself with
the terrorists' goals. Terrorism also offers a variety of
opportunities for building a positive image in the minds of the
common people who may come to consider the terrorist as the
poor man‘s friend, or as a rebel against the oppression of the
state. Such images, however, tend to be transient and vary
according to the alignment of forces on the ground. Indeed,

The focal point of terrorist activity tends to move around
the world. In the meantime, the international community
adopted a series of sectoral conventions that define and
criminalize various types of terrorist activities. In addition,
since 1994, the United Nations General Assembly has
condemned terrorist acts using the following political
description of terrorism: "Criminal acts intended or calculated
to provoke a state of terror in the general public, a group of
persons or particular persons for political purposes are in any
circumstance unjustifiable, whatever the considerations of a
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political, philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious or
any other nature that may be invoked to justify them." Points
of acrimonious debate in the United Nations in the search for a
common legal definition of terrorism relate to (Friedrichs,
2006) the relationship (or lack thereof) between terrorism and
anti-colonial and national liberation struggles and to the
question whether or not the activities of States‘ armed forces
in armed conflicts and in exercise of their official duties
should be excluded from any definition of terrorism. For more
than a decade the debate has been going on in the United
Nations in New York (Letschert et al, 2010: 40).

India or in connection with any other purposes of the
Government of India, any State Government or any of their
agencies; or
(b) Overawes by means of criminal force or the show of
criminal force or attempts to do so or causes death of any
public functionary or attempts to cause death of any public
functionary; or
(c) Detains, kidnaps or abducts any person and threatens to
kill or injure such person or does any other act in order to
compel the Government of India, any State Government or the
Government of a foreign country or any other person to do or
abstain from doing any act, commits a terrorist act.
Explanation.-For the purpose of this section, public
functionary means the constitutional authorities and any other
functionary notified in the Official Gazette by the Central
Government as a public functionary‖.

The United States Department of Defense defines terrorism
as ―the calculated use of unlawful violence or threat of
unlawful violence to inculcate fear; intended to coerce or to
intimidate governments or societies in the pursuit of goals that
are generally political, religious, or ideological.‖ Within this
definition, there are three key elements—violence, fear, and
intimidation—and each element produce terror in its victims.
The FBI uses this: "Terrorism is the unlawful use of force and
violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a
government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof,
in furtherance of political or social objectives." The U.S.
Department of State defines "terrorism" to be ―premeditated
politically-motivated violence perpetrated against noncombatant targets by sub-national groups or clandestine
agents, usually intended to influence an audience.‖

Similarly the one meaning of terrorism is known through
several names or terms. Rebels, insurgents, separatists,
extremists, militants, guerrillas, insurrectionists, freedom
fighters, fundamentalists are all called terrorists in some sense
or the other.
The above-mentioned legal definitions and trajectory of
terminologies only partly overlap with some of the more
widely used sociological definitions of terrorism.
Conceptualizing terrorism through different lenses can be
useful in order to understand terrorism in all its forms and
manifestations. Schmid developed, (2004:382), an academic
consensus undisputed definition containing 16 elements. The
definition reads as follows: Terrorism is an (1) anxietyinspiring method of repeated (2) violent action, employed by
(semi-) (3) clandestine individual, group, or state actors, for
(4) idiosyncratic, criminal, or political reasons, whereby – in
contrast to assassination – the direct targets of violence are not
the main targets. The (5) immediate human victims of
violence are generally chosen (6) randomly (targets of
opportunity) or (7) selectively (representative or symbolic
targets) from a target population, and serve as message
generators. (8) Threat- and violence-based (9) communication
processes between terrorist (organization), (imperilled)
victims, and main targets are used to (10) manipulate the main
target(audience(s)), turning it into a (11) target of terror, a (12)
target of demand, or a (13) target of attention, depending on
whether (14) intimidation, (15) coercion, or (16) propaganda
is primarily sought.

The USA PATRIOT Act defines terrorism activities as
"activities that (A) involve acts dangerous to human life that
are a violation of the criminal laws of the U.S. or of any state,
that (B) appear to be intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a
civilian population, (ii) to influence the policy of a
government by intimidation or coercion, or (iii) to affect the
conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination,
or kidnapping, and (C) occur primarily within the territorial
jurisdiction of the U.S." The Unlawful Activities (Prevention)
Amendment Act, 2008 in India defines terrorist act as
―Whoever does any act with intent to threaten or likely to
threaten the unity, integrity, security or sovereignty of India or
with intent to strike terror or likely to strike terror in the
people or any section of the people in India or in any foreign
country(a) By using bombs, dynamite or other explosive substances
or inflammable substances or firearms or other lethal weapons
or poisonous or noxious gases or other chemicals or by any
other substances (whether biological radioactive, nuclear or
otherwise) of a hazardous nature or by any other means of
whatever nature to cause or likely to cause(i) Death of, or injuries to, any person or persons; or
(ii) Loss of, or damage to, or destruction of, property; or
(iii) Disruption of any supplies or services essential to the life
of the community in India or in any foreign country; or
(iv) Damage or destruction of any property in India or in a
foreign country used or intended to be used for the defence of

Thus, terrorism has many different faces and features. The
idea here is not to aggravate the controversies, but to bring the
meaning and features to order. Despite the contesting
definitions and the diversity of terrorist acts, it is more
important to locate the differences of effect of the various
forms of terrorism on victims, thus adhering to a victims‘
perspective. Important question to address is whether there is
a real need to adopt specific standards for victims of terrorism,
thereby implying that their needs might differ from victims of
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ordinary crime. Do these needs differ in degree, i.e. when the
consequences of terrorism are more or less severe, does
meeting the need in question become more or less important?
Are there indications that meeting a need of victims of
terrorism requires additional efforts in implementation?

persons who have suffered harm in intervening to assist
victims in distress or to prevent victimization.
The UN Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a
Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of
International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law use the same definition as the
1985 Declaration. Legal persons are not entitled to protection
under these two documents, contrary to the scope of protection
offered by the Rules of Procedure and Evidence for the
purpose of the Statute of the International Criminal Court.
Rule 85 notes that the notion of victims may also include
‗organizations or institutions that have sustained direct harm
to any of their property, which is dedicated to religion,
education, art or science or charitable purposes, and to their
historic monuments, hospitals and other places and objects for
humanitarian purposes.‘

Victim of Terrorism: Concept and Dimensions
Just as it is difficult to agree on a definition of terrorism, it
also appears problematic to define the term ‗victims‘ in the
context of terrorist attacks. Similarly the meaning victim may
be understood through several terms like injured party,
wounded, bereaved, undue sufferers, the adversary/-ies of the
terrorist organization (usually one or several governments) and
survivors and so on.
The term ‗victim‘ in itself gives rise to controversies
because it is considered to have multiple connotations as well.
The term "crime victim" generally refers to any person, group,
or entity who has suffered injury or loss due to illegal activity.
The harm can be physical, psychological, or economic. The
legal definition of "victim" typically includes the following: A
person who has suffered direct, or threatened, physical,
emotional or pecuniary harm as a result of the commission of
a crime; or in the case of a victim being an institutional entity,
any of the same harms by an individual or authorized
representative of another entity.

The European Union (EU) Framework Decision on the
standing of victims in criminal proceedings contains the
following definition in Article 1 (a):1 (a) ‗victim‘ shall mean a
natural person who has suffered harm, including physical or
mental injury, emotional suffering or economic loss, directly
caused by acts or omissions that are in violation of the
criminal law of a Member State. The Framework Decision
understandably, thus limits the scope of protection to natural
persons who suffered harm directly caused by acts or
omissions that are in violation of the criminal law of a
Member State. Article 8, however, broadens the scope to some
extent in the sense that Member States ‗shall ensure a suitable
level of protection for victims and, where appropriate, their
families or persons in a similar position, particularly as
regards their safety and protection of their privacy, where the
competent authorities consider that there is a serious risk of
reprisals or firm evidence of serious intent to intrude upon
their privacy.‘ The reason for this limited scope can be derived
from the heading of this Framework Decision; it concerns the
standing of victims specifically in criminal proceedings.
Lastly, legal persons do not fall under the scope of protection.

The theory of victim precipitation gives different
connotation to victim that in the majority of cases of
victimization, victims in some way, knowingly or
unknowingly, passively or actively, influenced their
victimization. Although the theory is often criticized as antivictim, it leaves enough scope to distinguish between victims
of street crime and victims of terrorist crime. The victim
facilitation in case of victims of terrorist crime is near zero.
What makes the term ‗victim‘ in relation to terrorism difficult
to define relates to the variety of audiences that are affected by
the act. It remains to be seen whether they could be qualified
as victimised entities and are all entitled to protection offered
by international victims‘ rights instruments. Most of these
instruments define who falls under the scope of protection.
The 1985 UN Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for
Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power contains the following
definition in Articles 1 and 2:

The Council of Europe (CoE) Guidelines on the Protection
of Victims of Terrorist Acts mention in principle that States
should ensure that any person who has suffered direct physical
or psychological harm as a result of a terrorist act as well as,
in appropriate circumstances, their close family can benefit
from the services and measures prescribed by these
Guidelines. These persons are considered victims for the
purposes of these Guidelines.

1. ―victims‖ means persons who, individually or collectively,
have suffered harm, including physical or mental injury,
emotional suffering, economic loss or substantial impairment
of their fundamental rights, through acts or omissions that are
in violation of criminal laws operative within Member States,
including those laws proscribing criminal abuse of power.

This definition does not include economic loss, as included
in the UN Declaration and the EU Framework Decision.
Viewing these definitions, it can be noted that not every
category should qualify as victim entitled to victim‘s
protection. Where does that leave those who were in another
way confronted with the attack? One could think of first
responders like the fireman who was involved in the rescue

2. The term ―victim‖ also includes, where appropriate, the
immediate family or dependents of the direct victim and
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operation in the aftermath of the attack or the man or woman
who lost livelihood/business after devastation or bombing? Or
what about the people who were confronted with the terrorist
attack through the media (mainly television images) and show
symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)?

television images) and the counsel.
Theoretical Discourse:
Only in the last two decades, the discipline of victimology
has firmly become established on the academic scene. The
decades of the 1990s and 2010s could easily be described as a
period of consolidation, data gathering and theorization, with
new legislation, victim compensation, redress and mediation,
help, assistance and support to enable victims to recover from
the negative effects of victimization. The wealth of data
collected mainly through victimization surveys has led to
various theoretical formulations. Models have been developed
to offer plausible explanations for the variations in
victimization risks, and for the clustering of victimization in
certain areas and certain groups. They have also helped to
unravel the intriguing phenomenon of repeat victimization.
Theories available whether it is lifestyle model developed by
Hindelang, Gottfredson, and Garofalo (1978) or the Routine
Activity Approach developed by Cohen and Felson (1979) or
the opportunity model (Cohen et al., 1981) relate to victims of
crime in general. Enough of theories are yet to be built on
victims of terrorism.

The specific characteristics of terrorism, namely the
intention to cause death or serious bodily harm to civilians and
non-combatants or cause damage to property, with the
purpose, inter alia, to intimidate the larger population, might
justify the formulation of a broader definition. Thus a
comprehensive definition amidst controversies needs to be
brought in order. The following typology of victims made by
Schmid (Ibid) is relevant in present context. It distinguishes
between primary (also referred to as direct) victims, and
secondary (also referred to as indirect or vicarious) victims of
terrorism.
Primary victims:
1. Those that are killed by terrorist kidnappers, hostage-takers,
gunmen or bombers
2. Those that are injured, mutilated or mentally tortured by
terrorists but are ultimately released or liberated
3. Those who are wounded or die in a counter-terrorist rescue
operation at the hands of terrorists or armed first responders
4. Those who become mentally or physically handicapped or
die (in suicide) in a causal sequel to one or several terrorist
events in which they were involved or of which they were
direct witnesses.

Theoretical discourse begins with differentiating between
victims of terrorism and other victims of crime Letschert et al
(2010) especially in the context of their needs and rights. For
the most part, the needs of direct victims of terrorism are
similar to those of other victims of crime, differing not in kind
but rather in degree or in possibilities for implementation. On
average, the impact of terrorism in a financial, psychological
and physical sense may be larger, but definitely not always.
Often terror victims will require immediate medical and
financial assistance, but this will be the case for some victims
of crime as well. Similarly, victims of terrorism, like victims
of crime, will need to be treated respectfully and provided
with information about and participation in their case. Both
will need reassurance of their safety, and will need to come to
terms with feelings of anxiety and anger they are likely to
have after the event.

Secondary victims:
1. Those close to persons in the four categories of primary and
direct victims: family, dependents, friends and colleagues
2. Those whose names appear on ‗death lists‘
3. Those that have otherwise a well-founded reason to fear that
they might be a victim in the future
4. Those first responders to acts of terrorism who become
traumatized and experience ―burn-out‖
5. Those that experience income loss or property damage due
to acts of terrorism
6. Those whose normal lifestyle is changed by terrorist threats
and counter-terrorism measures.

The main difference appears to lie in the context in which
terrorist victimization occurs, and its audience. Victims of
terrorism, by definition, are attacked as representative of a
larger group. Acknowledgment of their victimization entails
recognizing this fact. This gains even more relevance in
situations where the terrorist attack is framed in the context of
war. Victims may then feel they are civil casualties of war
rather than ‗just‘ victims of crime. The fact that terrorists use
violence against direct targets to threaten, frighten and
otherwise influence a wider group of indirect or vicarious
victims, implies that the audience of the crime transcends the
direct victims. Indeed, the effects on vicarious victims in
absolute terms may outweigh those of the direct victims. It
was shown that symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder are
found in members of the public not present at the site of

Tertiary victims:
Based on this classification proposed by Schmid, and taking
into account existing definitions in international instruments,
Letschert et al (2010) suggest sub-dividing the large group of
secondary victims into two groups, thereby introducing a
separate category of tertiary victims (also referred to as
vicarious victims) and propose the following definition of
tertiary victims. All others not listed under primary and
secondary victims could be considered tertiary victims e.g
firemen, rescue team, media persons, PTSD patients who
confronted with the terrorist attack through the media (mainly
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terrorist attacks and unrelated to those who were. The
increased levels of fear in the general public may result in
various behavioural reactions, from lower levels of tourist
activity, to decreased use of public transport systems and the
occurrence of ‗worrying well‘. Moreover, research into terror
management theory shows the effects of terrorism on public
opinion and political preferences. The anger at the attack may
lead to a process of vicarious retribution, which can involve
backlash attacks on people who in one way or another
resemble the terrorists and a general antipathy against those
who are seen to belong to the same group.

terrorism as well as the number of victims who receive help.
The literature suggests that the sums victims get from the
schemes are, for the most part, token amounts, and that the
programs in reality fulfil no more than a symbolic function.
Only a very tiny proportion of victims end up receiving any
compensation, and for those who do, it is more often than not
too little and too late.
Questions relating to compensation of victims of terrorism
appear more complicated compared to compensation in cases
of individual ‗ordinary‘ crime. For instance, in many cases,
the perpetrator either died (due to a suicide attack) or is
difficult to capture; catastrophic terrorism produces large
numbers of victims which makes it more difficult to come up
with an effective and appropriate compensation scheme.
Whether the needs of victims of terrorism in the field of victim
support and assistance differ from victims of ‗ordinary‘ crime
also requires further study. It appears that victims of terrorism
experience a higher level of distress and different needs,
partially due to the magnitude and scope of the events and
quite possibly also due to the media attention. It has also been
noted that the cross-border or transnational character of many
acts of terrorism and the diverse identity of their victims,
poses new demands on procedures and organization of victim
relief and support schemes.

Literature at present in the context of theorizing the need and
rights of victims of terrorism may fall into three broad
approaches: Theory of Compensation, Theory of Restoration
and Theory of Victim Rights.
Theory of Compensation:
Reparation entails the following concepts: restitution,
compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of
non-repetition, often used in the framework of massive and
systematic cases of grave human rights violations. The word
compensation in literal sense means a thing that compensates
or is given to compensate (for); a counterbalancing feature or
factor; amends, recompense; spec. money given to compensate
loss or injury, or for requisitioned property. When we talk
about Compensation to the victims it means something given
in recompense i.e. equivalent rendered. It is to be noted that
the whole purpose of compensation is to make good the loss
sustain by the victim or legal representative of the victim.
Victims should receive fair, appropriate and timely
compensation, which is easily accessible. This need applies as
much to victims of ordinary crime as to victims of terrorism
(needs in kind). The need for reparation in the broader
meaning could be more apparent for victims of large-scale
terrorist acts than for victims of ordinary crime. It is open to
question whether normal procedures for compensation will be
sufficiently swift in reaction to large-scale terrorist
victimisation, resulting in a large group of both primary and
secondary victims. Victims of terrorism being excluded from
insurers‘ policies coverage is a major issue today. Another
issue relating to differentiation in degree relates to the
possibility that terrorist attacks will result in cross-border
victims. As terrorists attacks have not infrequently targeted
tourist places, many victims come from abroad. Apart from
the other difficulties this may pose for victims and their
families, it also adds to the cost of victimisation, making
meeting the financial need even more important. For instance,
one can have doubts about the adequacy of State
compensation schemes in case of large-scale terrorist acts,
with regard to procedural matters and with regard to the
possibility to receive compensation for property damage.

Theory of Restoration:
The following are the underlying assumptions of restorative
justice programmes can be identified: the response to crime
should repair as much as possible the harm suffered by the
victim; offenders should be brought to understand that their
behaviour is not acceptable and that it had consequences for
the victim and the community; offenders can and should
accept responsibility for their action; victims should have an
opportunity to express their needs and to participate in
determining the best way for the offender to make reparation,
and the community has a responsibility to contribute to this
process. The perception of restorative justice is to understand
crime first of all as harm done to people and communities. It
implies an inherent concern for victims‘ needs and their role in
the criminal justice system and encourages offenders to
understand the harm and the consequences of their behaviour.
A further aim is that the offender accepts his responsibility
and tries to repair the harm done to the victim. However, the
application of restorative justice programmes in terrorist cases
is still only rarely applied and developed. The main challenge
is to consider terrorism as a possible case for a restorative
justice approach. Restorative justice principles and values are
indicators for the reaction to all types of crime that could also
be applied for terrorism. In this respect, it could be envisaged
to adopt and elaborate appropriate restorative justice practices
and to implement them in cases of terrorism in relation to the
criminal justice system.

Economic hardships and budgetary restraints have greatly
limited the scope of compensation for mass victims of

Theory of Victim Rights:
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individualized assistance, and personalized treatment or
counselling require a profound knowledge of the differential
impact of victimization and the differential needs of crime
victims (Fattah, 1999:193). Clearly, this is an area that offers
golden opportunities for original empirical qualitative
research, but it is not by any stretch of the imagination the
only one. Being a young discipline, many areas of victimology
remain virgin territory and have yet to be explored by
inquisitive and adventurous researchers. The coming years
will witness a growing realization that action not backed by
research is a mere ideological exercise, and that practice not
grounded in theory is dangerous and potentially harmful. The
large sums spent on national victimization surveys could be
better spent either to fund much needed qualitative research or
to add to the subsidies of poorly-funded victim assistance
programs and victim services. Further unexplored dimensions
include terrorist financing cross-border and transnational
terrorism, now branded as neo terrorism or catastrophic
terrorism in the new millennium. Specific qualitative research
studies need to be conducted on terrorism from victim‘s
perspectives.

Terrorism as a form of manifest extremism has become a
human rights issue. Human rights are relevant to terrorism as
concerns both its victims and its perpetrators. Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, established "recognition of the
inherent dignity and inalienable rights of all members of the
human family.‖The innocent victims of terrorism suffer an
attack on their most basic right to live in peace and security.
The rapid development of more stringent counter-terrorism
efforts has pitched the issue of human rights and terrorism into
high relief. This is true not only in the United States, but in a
number of countries who have signed on as partners in a
global coalition to crack down on terrorist activity. The
suspected perpetrators of attacks also have rights, as members
of the human family, in the course of their apprehension and
prosecution. They have the right not to be subject to torture or
other degrading treatment, the right to be presumed innocent
until they are deemed guilty of the crime and the right to
public trial. Fighting terrorism means shining a light into the
darkest corners of human existence, and bringing a real
promise of human rights to the entire world's people, so that
desperate men and women are not driven to follow leaders
whose only real message is vengeance.

Praxiological Considerations:

The theories reviewed above are still being experimented and
have raised more questions than they have answered,
questions that need to be addressed in realizing the rights and
meeting the needs of victims of terrorism.

Policy precedes praxis. Major international instruments
include EU Council Framework Decision of 15 March 2001
on the standing of victims in criminal proceedings, the EU
Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on combating
terrorism, provisions of the International Criminal Court
(ICC), the 1985 UN Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice
for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power and
recommendations for Assistance to Victims of Acts of
Terrorism at the Conference on Standards for Victims of
Terrorism, organized by the European Forum for Restorative
Justice in cooperation with the International Victimology
Institute at Tilburg University, the Centre for the Study of
Terrorism and Political Violence at the University of St
Andrews, the Leuven Institute of Criminology at the Catholic
University of Leuven and Victim Support the Netherlands on
10 and 11 March 2008..

Methodological Issues:
Victimology in the context of Terrorism is relatively a new
area of research. One of the primary tasks of theoretical
victimology is to collect empirical data on crime victims. The
main instrument used at present to collect this information is
victimization surveys, conducted at a local, regional, national
and international level. Worthy of notice among these surveys
are the ones carried out on a regular basis, at regular intervals,
in England, the U.S, Germany, Canada and Australia. Each of
these surveys yields a wealth of information on crime victims.
Although a wide variety of new programmes have been tried
and dubbed as ―promising‖ most of these have not been
subjected to any form of empirical evaluation. Before these
programme can be accepted as worthy of duplication, they
must be carefully scrutinized over a sufficient time period
(Dussich, 2005).

As new programmes and new laws evolve some prove
effective and others not. In the search for programmes and
laws that fulfil the fundamental aims of the United National
Declaration ―… to be treated with compassion and respect for
their dignity… to be provided with access to the mechanisms
of justice and to prompt redress… to be informed of their
rights… to be informed of their role and the scope, timing and
progress of the proceedings and of the disposition of their
cases… to be provided with proper assistance throughout the
legal process… to have their privacy protected and insure their
safety… to be considered for receipt of restitution… to be
informed about receiving compensation…‖ These criteria
determine the value of programmes and laws so that they can
be evaluated and ultimately recommended as worthy of
duplication. Some of these are listed below

While activism to affirm victims‘ rights and to improve their
lot has been in full swing on many fronts, animated by
political and ideological considerations, research has been
lagging behind, and in many instances totally lacking. Several
areas, pivotal to the theory and practice of victim assistance,
have hardly been investigated and are in dire need of solid
empirical research. One has to wonder why it is that when the
field of victim services is flourishing, research on the effects
of victimization and on the impact of victim assistance is hard
to come by. And yet it seems obvious that individualized care,
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 The US Federal Bureau of Prisons piloted victim
awareness classes on drug and domestic violence crimes for
offenders in halfway houses in Baltimore, Maryland, and
Tampa, Florida.
5. State Actors
A number of countries have become leaders in the field of
victimology and victim services. The most active and
productive countries which have had a major international
influence have been: The United States of America, Great
Britain, The Netherlands, Canada and recently Japan. Each of
these countries have produced model programmes in the area
of services, laws, training, education and research:

1. Law Enforcement
 In San Diego, California there is a partnership
between the police and the YWCA which resulted in
a Community Domestic Violence Resource Network.
This has resulted in a major resource for all the police
agencies in the community for accurate information
about the availability of shelters at any given time.
 In Provo, Utah victims participate in crime solving,
called ―victim-assisted‖ investigations.
 In Orange County, California a group of five victim
advocates working together in a non-profit
programme work with police and prosecutors to
ensure comprehensive services for victims of gang
violence.
2. Prosecution
 In Kenosha, Wisconsin, a programme established by
the district attorney established special prosecution
units for domestic violence and sensitive crimes.
 In Pinellas County, Florida, the state‘s attorney‘s
office established a special prosecutor to be
responsible for all elder exploitation and neglect
cases. This includes police training, community
outreach and education for other prosecutors.
 In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the Victim Services
Unit located in the District Attorney‘s Office,
employs Vietnamese and Cambodian victim-witness
coordinators to assist victims from Southeast Asia
throughout their case process, including translating
information and helping victims with emergency
medical and financial assistance
3. Judiciary
 In Tucson, Arizona, the Municipal Court established
a partnership with the police, victim advocates,
prosecutors and health care professionals to form a
Community Domestic Violence Awareness Centre.
 In New York State, the Permanent Judicial
Commission on Justice for Children was established
to provide assistance to children in the courts so as to
provide a special space for child care so that those
children whose parents are in court have a safe haven
during their stay.
 In Santa Clara County, California, the courts have
established local family violence councils to provide
a comprehensive response to domestic violence.
4. Corrections
 In Texas, the Department of Criminal Justice started
a victim-offender mediation/dialogue programme for
victims of severe violence and their incarcerated
offenders.
 In California one of the best known victim-offender
programmes is the Impact of Crime on Victims (IOC)
initiated by the California Youth Authority. This
programme is aimed at providing hours of education
to inform offenders about how crimes affect victims
and society.

i.

ii.

iii.
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The USA‘s Office of Victims of Crime is one of the
few governmental agencies in the world which
services people in all countries by producing
documents, funding for research and hosts
conferences in the areas of victimology and victim
assistance. Perhaps one of the most dramatic aspects
of the USA‘s role in victim services is the large
number of different types of victim service
programmes throughout the country (roughly 20,00
separate programmes for victims of sexual assault,
child abuse, elder abuse, domestic violence, etc. In
response to the UN Declaration for Victims the USA
established a special partnership with the United
Nations, the USA produced the two follow-up
documents to the 1985 Declaration referred to above:
the Handbook on Justice for Victims, and the Guide
for Policy Makers, both published in 1999 by the UN
Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention.
Great Britain was the origin of a number of
significant and innovative practices in victim
services, such as the concept of victim reparations all
called compensation by Margery Fry in 1957; started
one of the first victim support services in the world in
Bristol; nationwide victim support services in all
major cities controlled by a national office in
London; home of the journal International Review of
Victimology and has over the last ten years provided
leadership within the European community in the
area of victim services.
The Netherlands has sponsored a number of very
significant activities which continue to reflect their
government‘s support for the world victim rights
activities. Set up by the Ministry of Justice in 1987,
which provided the early funding for the International
Crime Victim Surveys working group which lead to a
series of publications about victimization in many
countries across the globe. In 1997 the Dutch hosted
the 9th World Society of Victimology International
Symposium and the website that was created for that
event continues today as the most active and useful
resource for international victimological materials. In
addition to the establishment of victim services
throughout the nation, The Netherlands also produces
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very high quality research in various aspects of
victimology. The most recent contribution is the
creation of a new research institute dedicated to
victimology called the International Victimology
Institute Tillburg (INTERVICT).
iv.
Canada has also established a wide variety of
sophisticated victim service programmes throughout
their country; hosted the 10thWSV International
Symposium on Victimology; is home to a number of
leading Victimologists, especially Irvin Waller the
prime mover of the UN Declaration and hosts the
International Center for the Prevention of Crime in
Montreal, established in 1997, which contributes to
the promotion of victim-friendly programmes and
activities available to interested persons around the
world.
v.
Japan entered the field of victimology early when
Professor S. Nakata introduced Mendelsohn‘s
concept of victimology in 1958 followed in 1966
with the publication of K. Miyazawa‘s dissertation on
international victimology. One of Miyazawa‘s
students, H. Morosawa established a degree
programme for students interested in victimology at
his university in Mito, Japan and in the last ten years
this university has become internationally known for
the innovations in victim services, victimological
research, its hosting of WSV courses, and recently
became the home of the new Tokiwa International
Victimology Institute. Today this university now
boasts a new Graduate School of Victimology
supported by ten victimologists. The most dramatic
recent event in Japan was the enactment of the new
Fundamental Law for Victims of Crime.
vi.
Victim Assistance to Child Victims of Terrorist
Violence in India: National Foundation for
Communal Harmony, New Delhi has started a
Flagship scheme Project Assist with the provision of
providing assistance to the children rendered orphan
or destitute in various communal, castes, ethnic or
terrorist violence. The financial assistance is provided
to such children for their care, education and training.
Number of children getting assistance is given below:
 As on 31.03.2010, 10431 children were
covered
under
Project
Assist
in
nineteen states and a union territory. sum of
Rs. 4.84 crore was released as assistance to
these children during 2009-10.
 Rs. 35.06 crore has been paid as assistance
up to 31.03.2010
 486 fresh cases have been approved and
4302 cases renewed for grant of assistance
under Project Assist in the current financial
year
The Foundation collaborates with the following nongovernment organisations:

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Aashwas, a unit functioning under the Assam Police,
Guwahati: Aashwas is an Assam Police Project which
is helping the Foundation by identifying child victims
of militancy in Assam who are being provided
financial assistance.
Council for Rehabilitation of Widows, Orphans,
Handicapped and Old Persons in Jammu & Kashmir,
Srinagar: The Council is working for victims of
militancy. The council has been helping the
Foundation in identifying child victims of terrorism
in the state of Jammu & Kashmir.
Society to Save Victims of Violence and Terrorism,
Kokrajhar, Assam: The Society is collaborating with
the Foundation in implementation of the Project
‗Assist‘ in the following 10 of Assam.
Besides recently Government of India (25.01.2010)
devised a Scheme called the ‗Central Scheme for
Assistance to Civilian Victims of Terrorist,
Communal and Naxal violence. The Scheme sets the
eligibility as under :

―…….. (iii) Families of the victims would be eligible to get
assistance under the scheme even if they have received any
other assistance, by way of payment of ex-gratia or any other
type of relief from the Government or any other source except
when a similar scheme is already being implemented by the
Central Government.‖ …
v.
Foreign Nationals and NRIs shall also be eligible /
covered under the scheme w.e.f. the date from which
this scheme has been made effective.
Assistance: ―An amount of Rs. 3 lakh would be given for each
death or permanent incapacitation to the affected family under
the scheme….‖
While policy responses in context of victims of terrorism, as
reviewed in this paper, are in their infancy in the west, it is yet
to be born in much terrorism affected countries of the world.
Interestingly, the policy response to terrorism in parts of the
world has – until recently – been primarily focused on
adjusting police tactics and criminal procedural laws relating
to organised crime to the new demands placed on law
enforcement (Albrecht and Kilchling, 2005:5). Many countries
go with traditional mindset acknowledging that victimization,
terrorist or otherwise, is a normal and natural occurrence, a
fact of life, portraying it instead as a pathological and
abnormal phenomenon. Indian policy instrument, of course,
has been basically child centric. Despite enormous strides, a
great deal remains to be done. And victims‘ services really
serve official needs, not victims‘ needs. Overall, however, the
two most important services provided to crime victims by
victims assistance programs are information and moral
support.
An Overview
This paper focuses only on those who are hurt, injured,
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– been primarily focused on adjusting police tactics and
criminal procedural laws relating to organised crime to the
new demands placed on law enforcement (Albrecht and
Kilchling, 2005:5). Many countries go with traditional mindset
acknowledging that victimization terrorist or otherwise, is a
normal and natural occurrence, a fact of life, portraying it
instead as a pathological and abnormal phenomenon. Indian
policy instrument, of course, has been basically child centric.
Despite enormous strides, a great deal remains to be done.
And victims‘ services really serve official needs, not victims‘
needs. Overall, however, the two most important services
provided to crime victims by victims assistance programs are
information and moral support.

displaced, dispossessed, and those who absorb the brunt of
terrorist attacks without any active participation or choice in
the matter. The fight against terrorism is receiving increased
awareness due to recent worldwide large-scale terrorist acts,
and only since then has some attention been directed
specifically to victims of terrorism. Existing legal instruments
of international bodies like the European Union, the Council
of Europe and the United Nations concerning victims of
terrorism are relatively abstract or include victims of terrorism
under the broader heading of victims of crime in general.
Concepts: Both the concepts terrorism and victim are not far
from controversies and comments. They represent one term
each with diverse meanings or one meaning endowed with
diverse terms. Despite the contesting definitions and the
diversity of terrorist acts, it is more important to locate the
differences of effect of the various forms of terrorism on
victims, thus adhering to a victims‘ perspective. Important
question to address is whether there is a real need to adopt
specific standards for victims of terrorism, thereby implying
that their characteristics, aspirations, needs and rights differ
from victims of ordinary crime. Accordingly victims of
terrorist crimes fall into three distinct categories: Primary,
Secondary, and tertiary or vicarious victims.

The traumas that a victim of terrorism undergoes are more
painful, long lasting and detrimental than most other situations
of violence. Healing, recovery, redress and prevention of
future victimization are the primary objectives of most crime
victims. And if the primary purpose of social intervention is to
restore peace, redress harm, heal injury, and prevent repetition
of the offense, then it is easy to foresee application of the
restorative justice paradigm, with its constructive elements:
mediation, reconciliation, restitution and compensation, as the
way of the future (Fattah,2000). It is thus to be expected that
the policies reasoned out and practices advocated by
victimologists from now on especially under the possibility of
‗catastrophic terrorism‘, will be very different from those of
yesteryears. If a safe prediction is to be made about
victimology of the future, it will uphold its original intended
character as a truly humanistic discipline and a truly scientific
practice.

The Theory: The theory of victim precipitation gives different
connotation to victim that in the majority of cases of
victimization, victims in some way, knowingly or
unknowingly, passively or actively, influenced their
victimization. Although the theory is often criticized as antivictim, it leaves enough scope to distinguish between victims
of street crime and victims of terrorist crime. Literature at
present in the context of theorizing the need and rights of
victims of terrorism may fall into three broad approaches:
Theory of Compensation, Theory of Restoration and Theory
of Victim Rights. The theories reviewed above are still being
experimented and have raised more questions than they have
answered, questions that need to be addressed in realizing the
rights and meeting the needs of victims of terrorism.
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Inculcating Environmental Values among
Elementary School Children through
Co-curricular Activities
B. B. Mishra Professor of Education, Mizoram University, Aizawl, Mizoram

Abstract—The emergence of the conservation of the environment
along with the developmental activities poses a serious challenge
to the policy makers as well as the common man. Environmental
sustainability and human sustainability require a culture with a
view to solving present crises. Environment is a gift of God. We
are a part of environment. If we protect the environment, it will
protect us. But due to selfishness and improper use of
environment, ecological balance is being disturbed. As a result,
we are facing many environmental and ecological problems. The
causes of environmental degradation are chiefly manmade. Due
to ignorance and carelessness the problem is increasing day by
day. So to protect the environment, development of proper
awareness among all people is important. Children are
inquisitive by nature. This positive nature of the children needs
to be understood and used as effective pedagogy for development
of their wholesome personality. Co-curricular activities provide
better platform to the students. In such approaches learners
learn with more enjoyment and less burden. But our teachers
hardly emphasize this pedagogy in their teaching, more
particularly at elementary school level. In the present study, two
co-curricular activities were designed and were tested for their
effectiveness in developing awareness among the class V students
following experimental method. The results were quite
encouraging and thus, it is essential that suitable co-curricular
activities need to be designed and organized to transact
environmental education at school levels to achieve the objectives
of environmental education.

quest to improve his life. This explains why man gives
primacy to invoking magnanimity of elements before
undertaking any enterprise irrespective of his religion and
race. The objective was not purely religious but to undermine
and ensure proper regard for environmental bounties like
earth, air, water, trees, mountains etc., whose utilization was
ordained to be done judiciously. Nature was viewed as
mysterious divine and the supreme power, and it was the
highest duty of the man to surrender to nature. Indian
traditional wisdom is a classic example of it. Our old Hindu
scriptures, like; Vedas, Upanishads, Manusmriti, Bhamini
Vilasah, Ramayana, Shrimad Bhagawatgita etc. are full of
prayers to earth, ocean, mountains rivers, trees, animals and
other forms of nature. These literatures have strongly laid
down the rationale for the protection of environment and
religious practices and sanctions, as code of conduct, against
excessive use of natural resources. The five elements – Fire,
Water, Air, Earth and Space have been considered to be the
basic building blocks at this universe and the sacred. Indian
thoughts also hold that since everything in this universe is
composed of the same basic elements, there is a thread of
unity running through the world. Therefore, people must be
respectful towards all forms of existence.
Man is an integral part of ecosystem of earth. For his
survival clean and healthy environment is the basic need and
nature has been supporting him for this cause since his
existence. But man has exploited nature for the satisfaction of
his greed so much that there is serious disturbance of
ecological balance. To control the un-sustainable acts of
human beings, there is an urgent need to develop sensibility
and awareness among people and it should start from
childhood.
United Nations is very much conscious of the world-wide
problem of maintaining the environment safe for human
beings. The concept of Environmental Education has emerged
with international introspection and through the formal
approval of the entire community as an essential tool to
protect not only the present environment which is facing a
number of serious threats but also for the survival of the
human life itself. This is meant for one and all irrespective of
their age, grade, gender, caste, race, religion, profession,

Keywords—Co-Curricular Activities, Environmental Ethics,
Pedagogy.
INTRODUCTION

E

arth is a beautiful and unique creation in the universe.
Living organisms, natural resources and natural laws are
some of the magnificent features of the blue planet. Among
all living organisms, man is exceptionally rational and noble
creation. But today he is being considered as a terrible
detrimental factor to the equilibrium of nature as he is
exploiting the natural resources to meet his present needs
without looking for the needs of future. Due to his intensive
interference and disharmonious activities, degradation in
environment has been alarmingly increasing.
From the time immemorial nature has supported man in his
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locality and nationality and through formal, informal and nonformal approaches.
To impart environmental education for developing right
kind of awareness, consciousness, ethics, attitude and
behaviour with our citizens and future citizens towards the
environment for sustenance of mankind has been bestowed on
education system in our country. Though a lot of activities
have been undertaken at national and state levels for attaining
these objectives at the cost of time and resources, results are
not up to the mark. After the direction of the honourable
Supreme Court of India in 1991, the syllabi of different classes
starting from primary to university, even technical education
have been revised and environmental components have been
included in all disciplines. But, teaching environmental
education in our classrooms is mostly through talk and chalk
method which proved to be monotonous. Students are
generally forced to sit in buildings without any natural
surroundings and encouraged to memorize unrelated facts and
principles without understanding their practical implications.
Thus, one of the constraints is the mode of transaction. There
are different types of teaching strategies that teachers can
employ in their teaching. Different strategies may prove to
have better results with students of different age and grade
ranges. Students at a relatively young age are found to learn
and retain information more effectively if the information
being taught is enhanced using a more hands on approach with
an active learning strategy. Co-curricular activities are those
activities which fall outside the regular academic curriculum.
In real terms, co-curricular activities are not extra activities
but complementary, supplementary and substitute to curricular
activities for an all-round development of a child. Such
activities touch the three H’s viz. Head, Heart and Hand of the
learners and influence cognitive, affective and psychomotor
dimensions of personality of the child. Co-curricular activities
also provide foundation for the development of their creative
talents.
The elementary stage of education is the ideal time for laying
the foundation of environment friendly behaviour and attitude.
These years (6-14) comprise the formative period in the life of
students. Therefore, this is the stage in which focused
attention should be paid to lay proper foundation for creation
of a culture of eco-friendly behaviour of the future citizens.
Co-curricular activities at different stages are intended to
supplement the curricular discourses. Students participate with
more enthusiasm in co-curricular activities than in curricular
activities. It is more appropriate in case of elementary school
level students. It is said that Children close their ears to
advice and open their eyes to example. If right types of cocurricular activities are supplemented with the curricular
activities at elementary school level, it will lay solid
foundation for eco-friendly behaviour; develop proper attitude,
ethics and life style of the tiny tots who are our future citizens.
The co-curricular activities need to be designed, organized and
evaluated for their effectiveness. Success of such activities lies
on teachers.

Objectives of the study:
The study was undertaken with the following specific
objectives:
1) To design and develop innovative co-curricular
activities suitable to 5th grade students for
inculcation of environmental values.
2) To conduct experiments with the 5th grade students
organizing the co-curricular activities developed.
3) To evaluate the effectiveness of the co-curricular
activities designed and developed for inculcating
environmental values among the 5th grade students.
Methodology Adopted:
The study was of experimental one in which two innovative
co-curricular activities i.e. ‘Can You Identify Me’ and ‘Who
is That’ suitable for 5th grade students were designed,
developed, experimented and evaluated. Pre-experimental
one-group pre-test and post-test design was followed.
Population and Sample: Though the target population of the
study was elementary school children, it was conducted on a
group of 40 class V students in Koraput District of Odisha
following convenient cluster sampling technique.
Tools and Techniques Used: Since the study was intended to
evaluate the effectiveness of co-curricular activities through
pre-test and post-test design, two Environmental Awareness
Test Sheet (EATS) were constructed with multiple choice type
items for both the co-curricular activities separately in Oriya
language before the conduct of the experiments which are
briefly discussed here.
Experiment No- 01: Can You Identify Me? (A Puzzle on
Biotic and Abiotic Components)
Our environment is consisted of broadly biotic and abiotic
components. Biotic components are the living things. A biotic
component is any living component that affects
other organisms. Plants, animals, fungi and bacteria are all
biotic or living factors. Abiotic components are non-living
components of an organism's environment such as Soil, Water,
Air, Temperature, and Sunlight (SWATS). Children should
realize the dependency of man on the biotic and abiotic
components and their interrelatedness. For this purpose, a cocurricular activity was designed, developed, organized,
experimented and evaluated.
Puzzle is a problem that tests the ingenuity of the solver.
Solutions to puzzles may require recognition of the pattern and
creation of particular order. It requires both inductive and
deductive reasoning. Guessing and identifying are two
important characteristics of children. When children come
across puzzle statements for the first time, they have the
curiosity to think critically to identify the object basing upon
their experiences and construct their own knowledge. Thus,
puzzle solving involves logic, serious attention and total
involvement of children. Children show interest in attempting
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and solving puzzles. In the present study the investigator
developed one co-curricular activity named ‘Can You Identify
Me’. A bunch of 30 puzzles were collected and composed in
Oriya language which would lead the students to think and
solve. The co-curricular activity was aimed at helping the
students to know about various components of environment, to
realize the importance of different biotic and abiotic
components, to comprehend the nature of different biotic and
abiotic components and to develop right attitude for
conservation of biotic and abiotic components. Besides Colour
chalks and sketch pens, 30 postcard size cards were used for
writing the puzzle statements separately for conduct of the cocurricular activity.

organized among the students forming them in to groups.
Riddles have tremendous humorous values for the children
and they learn the contents with enthusiasm. In the present
activity 25 riddles on living organisms and non-living objects
were collected and composed in Oriya language. The cocurricular activity is named as Who is That. The co-curricular
activity was aimed at helping the students to know about
various factors of biodiversity, to realize the importance of
biodiversity, to understand the nature of biodiversity and to
develop right attitude for the conservation of biodiversity.
Besides Colour chalks and sketch pens, 25 postcard size cards
were used for writing the riddles separately for conduct of the
co-curricular activity.

Procedure followed: On a scheduled date the Environmental
Awareness Test Sheet (EATS) meant for this experiment was
administered to the group (pre-test). On the next day the cocurricular activity was conducted. The students were divided
into two groups randomly with 21 students in each group.
Those 20 students of each group were the participants in the
competition. In the last period of the days students were taken
to the field and the two groups were asked to sit in semicircles
facing the investigator. The 30 puzzle statements written in
Oriya language were kept on a table at the centre and one
student from the two groups were to pick the cards one by one
alternatively and read out. The two groups were asked
alternatively to respond within one minute. The activity began
with a toss and the winner was presented with the first puzzle
statement. Each puzzle carried 10 marks. If the group failed to
answer, it was passed to the other group, which carried 5
bonus marks for the correct answer. The marks used to be
recorded by the leader of each group. Each correct answer was
cheered by all students through clapping. At the end of the
activity the group securing the highest mark was declared as
the winner. On the next day the class was retested with the
same test (post-test). This experiment was conducted
successfully with great enthusiasm and fun among the
students.
Experiment No- 02: Who is That? (Riddles on Biodiversity
Biodiversity is also known as species diversity. Biodiversity
includes two components - genetic diversity and ecosystem
diversity. Since the evolution of life on the earth countless
numbers of species have evolved and extinguished due to
change in the ecosystem. Ecosystems include all the species
plus all the abiotic factors of a region. When ecosystems are
intact, biological processes are preserved. Human intervention
is the main cause for degradation in biodiversity. Students can
comprehend it through riddles.
Riddles are statements/ questions /phrases having double
meanings and can be put forth as puzzles to be solved. Riddles
are generally expressed in metaphorical languages that require
ingenuity and careful thinking for their solution. In riddles,
there is a question. Students have to guess, the answer. It is
very thought provoking. Riddles satisfy both heart and head
simultaneously. It can easily promote environmental ethics
among the primary school children. Competitions can be

Procedure followed: This experiment was conducted with
same group of 40 students as mentioned in experiment above
following the same procedure after a gap of two weeks. This
experiment was also conducted successfully with great
enthusiasm and fun among the students like the first
experiment.
Results of the Study: The study revealed the following results.


In each of the two co-curricular experiments the
groups gained in their environmental awareness tests.
 There was less variation among the subjects of the
groups in the post-tests in comparison to the pre-tests.
 The raw score of any subject in the post-tests was not
found to be less than his/her score in the pre-tests. It
implied that all students were benefited by the cocurricular activities.
 The t-values between the means of the pre-test and
post-test scores on both co-curricular activities were
found to be significant. It was revealed that the mean
scores in the post-tests on both co-curricular activities
were higher than the mean scores in the respective
pre-tests.
 The correlation coefficients between the pre-test
scores and post-test scores were high and positive
and indicated that the co-curricular activities were
successful in developing positive environmental
awareness among the students.
Besides, the co-curricular activities provided the students
joyful learning experiences, stimulation, interest and
motivation, and opportunity for active participation, logical
thinking, effective communication, imagination, and getting
immediate feedback. Students also got the opportunities for
healthy competition and cooperation. Further, the cocurricular activities were organised in cohesive atmosphere
and had touched the hearts of the students and developed the
quality of compassion with the students.
Conclusion:
Education is considered as an instrument as well as a catalyst
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of social transformation. Environmental education aims at
qualitative changes in students’ perceptions, attitudes, habits,
priorities and goals. In India concerted efforts for
environmental education has started since 1975 when NCERT,
through its curriculum Development committee, developed the
Curriculum for Ten Year School. In this framework it was
proposed to adopt interdisciplinary approach at primary stage
and multi disciplinary approach at secondary stage. Since
1975 efforts are on both at national level and state levels for
the success of environmental education. Those are mostly
focused for the realm of cognitive domain where as the
affective domain is left mostly untouched. Teachers’ roles are
vital in any educational endeavour. Content is the vehicle
through which objectives are attained. Along with contents
transactional strategies are also equally important. Cocurricular activities are intended to supplement the curricular
activities for attainment of educational goals in joyful
experiences using sense organs of the learners. Environmental
education has not yet received due attention. Since its
incorporation, stress is given to theoretical aspects rather than
practical aspects. All schools need to realize the importance of
the environmental education for sustainable development of
human society.
How best can environmental education be transacted is an
important aspect. Experiences and researches both have
shown that the most successful kind of environmental
education is outdoor education where students learn about the
environment and in the environment for learning how to solve
problems related to environment. There is a popular maxim:
What I hear, I forget; What I see, I remember; What I do, I
understand.
This should be the guiding principle for
environmental education.
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Abstract— Flipped classroom or Flipped learning is a form of
blended learning in which students learn new content online by
watching videos, lectures or any other mode, usually at home,
what used to be homework (assigned problems) is now done in
class with the teachers offering more personalized guidance and
interaction with students, instead of teaching. This paper was
written after reviewing some studies related the same concept
and our personal thought analysis. This paper aims to make
education stakeholders aware about the effectiveness of flipped
classroom/ flipped learning and to imply this strategy in present
education system to achieve the aim of education easily.

learning that changes the traditional learning environment by
delivering content outside of the classroom. It moves
educational activities which also includes those activities that
may have traditionally been considered home assignments into
the classroom. In a flipped classroom, Students watch online
educational videos, teachers and other educational
stakeholders‟ lectures, collaborate in online discussion or
other educational APPs, like WhatsApp, messenger etc. or
carryout research at their home and engage themselves in
concept in the classroom with the guidance of a mentor.
Physical setup of the class changes according to the need of
contents and classroom demands.
In flipped classroom, instructions are intentionally shifted to a
learner centered model where class time explores topics in
greater depth and creates meaningful learning opportunities.
Educational technologies such as online videos, ppts etc are
used to deliver content outside of the classroom to students. In
a flipped classroom, content delivery may have different
forms. Often, video lectures, ppts and lessons are prepared by
teachers or third party educational stakeholders are used to
deliver teaching content.
In flipped classroom, teacher‟s interaction with students can
be more personalized. It is not much didactic but can be more
personal in their interaction, so students get more motivation
from their teachers in their work and they are actively
involved in knowledge acquis ion and construction as they
participate in and evaluate their meaning.
Flipped learning: Flipped learning is a new concept which
supports the individual learning. In this strategy, direct
instructions move from the group learning space to the
individual learning space, and as a result, group space is
transformed into a dynamic and interactive learning
environment where the teacher‟s guide the students as they
apply concepts and make use of creativity in the subject
matter. Flipped learning gives much opportunity in
individuals‟ learning. It provides much freedom to students in
construction of knowledge. They can construct knowledge and
can learn things in their own pace. It helps both teachers and
students in teaching learning process.

Keywords— Flipped classroom, flipped learning.
INTRODUCTION

E

ducation is a lifelong process. Education is a medium by
which society or nation tries to fulfill its ambitions. In the
absence of education, a person cannot be able to know his
rights and he cannot perform his responsibilities assigned to
him. Education is a backbone of nation. In democratic country
like India, role of education seems to be more significant. It is
abstract medium that cultivates the all-round development of a
person. But as far as term „education‟ is concerned, it seems
that it has several meanings. Some takes it as a continuous
process while other takes it interactive process that happens
between teacher and student in in a school classroom.
According to this point of view, people can be best educated
in school environment so this point increases much more
responsibilities of schools, colleges, universities etc. in present
scenario.
In past time, education took place in Gurukulas where
the classes were run under the tree, sitting in the round shape
format, the physical structure of the classroom. After that, in
Buddhist period, classes were formed in Matha and Vihara
while in modern period; classes are running inside the
school/colleges buildings. As we know that changes took
place according to our needs so a great change has come in
modern classroom structures. Today, we often see the teachers
teaching the students with the help of different tools and
technologies like educational videos, ppts. etc. to clear the
concept of the lesson. Flipped classroom strategy is one of
them. It should be much more applied in present education
system.
Flipped classroom is a teaching strategy and a form of blended

Difference between Flipped classroom and flipped learning:
There is slightly difference in flipped classroom and flipped
learning. In flipped class room teachers may have the students
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outside the class, watch supplemental videos, lectures ppts etc.
but It is not necessary that by flipping the class, learning may
take place.it is the physical arrangements or a strategy of a
class for learning while in flipped learning, must take place.
According to Sams, Bergman, Daniels and Marshal in
Flipped learning, a teacher must incorporate (1)- Flexible
Environment that allows a variety of learning modes
according to nature of content. Teacher should create flexible
space for the students in which students choose where and
when they learn. (2) Learning culture is different in flipped
learning model. Teacher is the primary source of information
Traditional teacher centered model while in flipped learning
model, instructions are shifted to learner centered approach,
where class time is dedicated to explore topics in greater depth
and creating rich learning opportunities. (3) Intentional
content: in flipped learning model, teachers continuously
think about how they can make a proper use of flipped
learning model so that students can develop conceptual
understanding, as well as procedural fluency. Teachers go on
thinking what they need to teach and what materials students
should explore to achieve the objectives of learning. (4)
Professional Education’ role is more important and
demanding in flipped classroom in comparison of traditional
one. Teachers continuously observe the students and assess
their work, providing the feedback, relevant in the moment.
Professional teachers are reflective inn their practice. They
support constructivist approach and accept constructive
criticism.
In flipped learning, students and teachers both participated
actively and play their roles in teaching learning process.
Teachers design the content, method, place etc and students
follow them honesty. Students actively explore the sources of
knowledge and teachers encourage them and assess their
exploring.

decide how much time should be spent with each
student?

This model offers transparency for parents as they
can know exactly what their children are preparing
for at school. This can enhance and improve the
relationship between teachers and parents.
 Students have more productive interactions with their
instructors etc.
If we see above advantages of flipped class, we come to
conclude that flipped classes may play an important role
in education.
There are different types of flipped classroom models in
which we are discussing some of them –
 Group based flipped classroom- In this model
students learnt to interact one another. It is much
democratic. Students work in team and use video
lectures and other teaching material.
 The discussion oriented flipped classroom- In this
model, class time is used and devoted for discussion
and exploration of the subjects which teachers
assigned already such as lectures videos, as well as
any other videos or reading related to the day‟s
subject. This model may be useful in subjects where
context is everything like History, Art or English
 The demonstration flipped classroom- in this
model, teacher uses screen recording software to
demonstrate the activities in a way that allows
students to learn their own pace. This model
is
useful for those subjects which require students to
remember and repeat activities exactly- like
Chemistry, Physics and just about every Math class.
 The virtual flipped classroom- This model is useful
for senior students. In some universities and colleges
professors share lecture material for students and
collect work via online learning management system
and students can discuss about allotted work with
their teachers to attend their office hours or any
scheduled time if needed.
7-Debate oriented flipped classroom- According to
Sagenmuller (2016) teacher assigns the teaching
material like videos to set up the ground for face to face
debate and ideas are exchanged among students. Debate
take place among the students related their content topic.

Advantage of flipped classroom/flipped learning: Flipped
classroom/Flipped learning has its own advantages for both
teacher and student: Students can consume lectures materials at their own
pace.
 When students consume lecture materials at their
own pace, they have less frustration and learn more.
It provides good learning environment for students.
 When they do not understand a new concept or feel
any difficulty, they can ask for help regarding their
difficulties and questions and get immediate help
regarding their problems in teaching learning process.
 There is not much need to give emphasis on
addressing the content related questions if students
come prepared in the class. Instead, they help the
students in better understanding about the content
concepts through practical application.
 A taught lecture can be used many times if teacher
wants, until the lecture is outdated.
 In flipped classroom teachers have more freedom to

Here are some published findings and studies that offer
qualitative and quantitative results that support the
effectiveness of this technique:
 Halili and Zanuiddin (2016) conducted a study
entitled “Flipped Classroom Research and Trends
from Different Fields of Study” on 20 articles and
found the positive effects of flipped classroom.
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Szparagowski (2014) investigated the effectiveness
of the flipped classroom and after his investigation,
he found that flipped classroom is much useful than
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traditional one.






www.flippedclassroomworkshop.com/results.
26/11/2017.

Marlowe (2012) made a study on the effects of the
flipped classroom on students achievement and stress
and the findings of his study showed the positive
effects of the flipped classroom.

Reviewed

on

Sams,A.,Bergman, J., Deniels, K., Bennet, B.,& Marshal,
H.W.(2014). The Four Pillars of FLIP, What is Flipped
Learning.
Retrieved
from
https://flippedlearning.org>2017/07>f..
Reviewed on
07/12/2017

Beach and Veleger (2013) surveyed about the
flipped classroom and found the positive result about
the implication of flipped classroom.

Szparagowski, R.(2014). The Effectiveness of the Flipped
Classroom.
Retrieved
from
scholarworks.bgsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1118&co
ntext=honorsprojects. Reviewed on 07/12/2017
Beach, D. & Veleger, M. A.(2013). The Flipped Classroom: A
Survey
of
Research.
Retrieved
from
https://www.asee.org/public/conferences/20/papers/6219/dow
nload. Reviewed on 07/12/2017

Walsh, Rosenberg, Ferria & Nwasisi (2016)
conducted a study entitled “A study of flipped
classroom and its effectiveness in flipped thinking
percent of the course content” and found that
flipped classroom enhances the students learning and
more researches are needed to do in this field.

Marlowe, C. A. (2012). The Effects of the Flipped Classroom
on Students Achievement and Stress. Retrieved from
https://scholarworks.montana.edu/xmlui/bitstream/handle/1/...
/MarloweC0812.pdf?...1. Reviewed on 07/12/2017
reviewed on 26/11/2017
www.panopto.com/blog/7-unique-flipped-classroom-modelsright/ Reviewed on 05/12/2017
https://sites.google.com/a/...mn.../flipped-classroom/types-ofthe-flipped-classroom Reviewed on 05/12/2017

Conclusion:
As this era is the era of science and technology and in modern
era, no country can be developed properly if it ignores the
importance of technology in any field, Education is no
exception of it, so to keep with the pace of world, we must
make a proper use of technology in every field of life. As far
as education is concerned, it is the backbone of a nation so we
must have to use technology in education to achieve the aim of
education in present scenario and for this, flipped classroom
strategy may play an important role to achieve this aim. Our
government should pay attention to this strategy and make
some polices for the implication of flipped classroom in
present education system.
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